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We introduce an abstract theory that provides a unified treatment of various 
structures and spaces occurring in both logic and analysis. The theory, called 
Boolean-linear spaces, is formulated in terms of partially ordered sets. Examples of 
Boolean-linear spaces include various function spaces, vector lattices, and lattice 
ordered groups, as well as linear orderings, Boolean algebras, and certain Boolean- 
valued models, Every Boolean-linear space has a unique completion and is 
endowed with a concept of convergence. These concepts subsume various standard 
examples of completion and convergence. Finally, we study the complete Boolean- 
linear spaces that possess a spectrum; in many examples, the spectrum is the set of 
all (positive) real numbers. For these spaces we prove the Spectral Theorem and 
introduce the Function Calculus. As an application, we show that the vector struc- 
ture of function spaces is determined by their partial order. (‘ 1990 Academic Press. Inc 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many theories have been proposed in functional analysis to give a 
unified treatment of various spaces that occur naturally in abstract 
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analysis. All of these theories combine the algebraic structure of such 
spaces with their topological properties. Among standard examples are 
Hilbert spaces, Banach algebras, von Neumann algebras, normed vector 
spaces, topological vector spaces, vector lattices, and so on. These theories 
have been quite successful in investigations of algebraic and convergence 
properties of various spaces, and in formulating and proving general prin- 
ciples, with applications to the theory of linear operators. An example of 
such a general principle is the theory of spectra, initiated by Marshall 
Stone in [ 121, and its relation to the spectral theorem in the Hilbert space. 
All these theories deal directly with real (or complex) valued functions 
(or their equivalence classes), or with spaces endowed with a vector struc- 
ture that is an abstraction of the arithmetical operations on numbers. We 
propose to show that many phenomena that occur in these spaces are 
consequences of more fundamental properties that can be described solely 
in terms of the underlying partial order. 
In this work we introduce and study the theory of Boolean-linear spaces. 
The primary concept of our theory is a partial ordering. The intended 
examples are spaces such as Uz,, the space of all bounded nonnegative 
real-valued Lebesgue measurable functions, partially ordered by the rela- 
tion f(x) < g(x) for almost all x. The key definitions (Definitions 2.6 and 
2.9) are (for p, f, and g arbitrary elements of the space) those of “p forces 
f < g” and “p forces f < g.” Intuitively, “p forces f d g” means that 
f(x) < g(.y) whenever p(x) > 0, and similarly for “p forces f < g.” By defini- 
tion (2.12), a Boolean-linear space is a partially ordered set that satisfies 
the axiom stating that for all f and g, either f d g or else some p forces 
s<f: 
Examples of Boolean-linear spaces include such standard function spaces 
as C[O, l] and L,, as well as other familiar structures such as Boolean 
algebras, direct and reduced products of linear oderings, commutative 
von Neumann algebras, Archimedean Riesz spaces, as well as the dual 
space of C[O, 11. We investigate such examples in detail in Sections 3 
and 6. 
It is not by coincidence that we use the forcing theoretic terminology in 
formulating the axiom of Boolean-linearity. There is a formal similarity 
between the relations “p forcesf d g” and “p forces f < g” introduced here, 
and the corresponding relations in the theory of forcing. The forcing 
relations in Boolean-linear spaces enjoy many basic properties that are 
instrumental in the theory of generic models. For example, p forces f < g 
if no qdp forces g-cf (Lemma 2.14). 
This formal similarity with the theory of forcing enables us to employ the 
machinery of Boolean-valued models of set theory. For example, when 
giving the construction of the completion of a Boolean-linear space, we 
represent a Boolean-linear space as a linear ordering inside a Boolean- 
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valued model of set theory. This representation also gives a motivation for 
the concept of Boolean-linear convergence that is studied in Section 7. 
In Section 5 we prove a Representation Theorem for Boolean-linear 
spaces. Every Boolean-linear space is represented by a subspace of the 
direct product of linear orders; in this representation, elements of the 
space are functions, and f< g means that f(.u) 6 g(s) pointwise. In the 
particular example of a Boolean algebra, the representation coincides with 
Stone’s representation of Boolean algebras, and so our Representation 
Theorem can be considered a generalization of Stone’s Representation 
Theorem [ 111. 
In Section 8 we introduce the completeness axiom and in Section 9 we 
prove that each Boolean-linear space has a unique completion. We also 
give examples of completions of Boolean-linear spaces. For example, in the 
case of a linear ordering, the completion is the Dedekind completion; for 
a Boolean algebra, the completion is the regular completion; the comple- 
tion of an Archimedean Riesz space is an inextensible Riesz space. 
Convergence in Boolean-linear spaces is studied in Section 7. As men- 
tioned earlier, the concept of Boolean-linear convergence is motivated by 
convergence in a linearly ordered set inside a Boolean valued model. It 
turns out that the general concept is a common generalization of such 
concepts as pointwise convergence, convergence of sequences of sets, 
convergence almost everywhere, and pointwise convergence of continuous 
functions outside a meager set. 
In the last section we develop the theory of spectra for Boolean-linear 
spaces. We define a spectrum of a Boolean-linear space, and investigate 
complete Boolean-linear spaces possessing a spectrum. For every element a 
of a space with spectrum /1 we introduce the spectral decomposition 
{hi, :i E A} and prove the representation a = j kdb,. Furthermore, for every 
continuous function F: /1+ /1 we prove the existence of the integral 
1 F(2) db,, thus obtaining a definition of F(a). Using this definition, we 
show that every continuous function F: /1 + il has a unique uniform 
continuous extension i? 
The name “Boolean-linear space” reflects the fact that the relation 
“p forces f < g” induces a Boolean-valued model of a linear ordering. 
The author admits that his way of visualizing Boolean-linear spaces is 
influenced by his familiarity with Boolean-valued models, which the reader 
may or may not share. 
2. BOOLEAN-LINEAR SPACES 
The theory of Boolean-linear spaces is formulated in terms of partial 
ordering. A relation < on a set P is a partial order if for all p, q, and r E P, 
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(b) if p6q and q6r then p<r 
(c) if p<q and q<p then p=q; 
(2.1) 
(P, < ) is a partially ordered set. 
A relation that satisfies (2.1)(a) and (b) but not necessarily (c) is a 
preorder; a preorder defines an equivalence relation on P, and the quotient 
of (P, < ) by this equivalence is a partially ordered set. 
Let (P, 6 ) be an arbitrary partially ordered set. 
2.2. DEFINITION. (a) p E P and q E P are compatible, 
if there is r E P such that r < p and r d q. 
(b) p and q are incompatible, 
Plq, 
if they are not compatible. 
(c) p E P is stronger than q E P, 
if every r that is compatible with p is also compatible with q. 
The following three lemmas are easy to verify: 
2.3. LEMMA. p -C-C q if and only if Vr, r < p implies rig. 
2.4. LEMMA. << is a preorder of P extending f . 
2.5. LEMMA, p and q are compatible in -C-C if and only if p and q are 
compatible in d . 
The partial order obtained as the quotient of the preorder (P, << ) is called 
the separative quotient of (P, <). More on this in Section 3. 
The following definition is the central concept of the theory: Let (E, <) 
be a partially ordered set. 
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2.6. DEFINITION. Let p,f, g E E. We say that p forces f d g 
P IkfGg 
if for every q stronger than p, q dfimplies q 6 g. We say that pforcesf = g 
P Ik.f= g 
if p forces both f d g and g <J 
The next two lemmas list some properties of the relations defined in 2.6; 
we omit proofs as they are easy. 
2.7. LEMMA. (a) For allp,p I/--f<f: 
(b) VP It--fGgandp lkgdh, thenp Ikffh. 
(c) Ifp IF-f< g and q <<p then q k--f< g. 
(d) Iffdg thenfor allp,p Ikf<g. 
(e) Iff ItfG g thenf G g. 
(f) f< g if and on/J) ifVp,p IFS< g. 
2.8. LEMMA. (a) For afl p, p /kf=J: 
(b) VP k-f= g then P IF s=f: 
(c) VP It--f=g andp ks=k then P Ikf=h. 
(d) VP lkf= g and q <<P then q It--f= g. 
(e) f= g ifand only ifVp,p It--f= g. 
We now extend the definition of forcing: 
2.9. DEFINITION. Let p,f, g E E. We say that p forces f # g, 
P lb-f fg, 
if no q 6 p forces f = g. We say that p forces f < g, 
P It-f < g, 
2.10. LEMMA. (a) p /k f # g iff no q stronger than p forces f = g. 
(b) Zfp IF f # g and q is stronger than p then q Ikf# g. 
(~1 ~p3qdp(eitherqI~f=gorqI~fZg). 
(d) Thereisnopsuchthatpj~f=gandpI~f#g. 
Proof: (a) If p does not force f # g then some q < p forces f = g, and 
q is stronger than p. Conversely, if some q << p forces f = g, then q Ip, and 
some r 6 p, r d q also forces f = g; hence p does not force f # g. 
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(b) Use transitivity of <<. 
(c) If p does not force ,f # g, then some q < p forces ,f = g. 
(d) Obvious. 1 
2.11. LEMMA. (a) pItf<qiffpI~f6gandnoq<<pforcesg~f: 
@I If~ltf<gandq<<pthenqItf<g. 
(c) Thereisnopsuchthatpl~f6gandp(~g<f: 
ProoJ: Let p it f < g. If no stronger q forces g d f then no stronger q 
forces f = g and so p 11 f < g. Conversely, if some stronger q forces g <A 
then this stronger q also forces f d g, hence q It f = g, and so p does not 
force f # g. 
(b), Cc) Easy. I 
2.12. AXIOM OF BOOLEAN LINEARITY For all f and g, if f X g then for 
sotnep,p kg<J: 
A partial order that satisfies Axiom 2.12 is called a Boolean-linear order. 
A Boolean-linear space is 
where < is a partial order on E, IF is the relation defined from < in 2.6, 
and the ordering satisfies the axiom of Boolean linearity. In the rest of this 
section we assume that E is a Boolean-linear space. 
2.13. LEMMA. Iff < g then there exists some u d f such that u IF g <J 
Proof: There is a p such that p it g <J: Since p does not force f < g, 
there exists q << p such that q 6 f and so q Ip. Let u be such that u 6 q and 
udp; then u<f and u it-g<f: 1 
2.14. LEMMA. If p does not force f < g then there is a q < p such that 
4 ks<f: 
Proof: If p does not force f < g, there is, by definition, some u stronger 
than p such that u < f but u $ g. Applying Lemma 2.13, we get some u d u 
such that u IF g < u. 
Now u < f implies that u It u <f, and since /I lk g 6 u, we have 
u 11 g <f: We claim that u IF g < f: let us show that no w << u forces 
f<g. If u’lk-f<g then because u,<f we have Ml It--<g. But u Ikg<u 
and w << u, a contradiction. Hence u IF g <f: 
Since v is stronger than p, there is a q such that q < p and q < u; because 
o forces g<f, we have q It g<f. 1 
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2.15. LEMMA. If p does not force ,f = g then there is a q < p such that 
9 Itf zg. 
ProoJ: If p does not force ,f = g then either p does not force f < g or p 
does not force g <J: Now apply Lemma 2.14. fl 
2.16. LEMMA. [f f # g then there is a p such that p 1t.f + g. 
Proqf: 1f.f # g then either ,f < g or g $ ,f: 1 
2.17. COROLLARY. (a) p IF-f= g ifand only ifno q << p,forces,f # g. 
(b) pI~,f<g~fandonlyifnoq<<pforcesg<J 
Proof: The implication from left to right is obvious. For the converse, 
use the lemmas above. 1 
We now summarize the properties of forcing in Boolean-linear spaces: 
2.18. THEOREM. Let (E, < ~ 1k ) be a Boolean-linear space and h g E E. 
For ecery p E E there is a q < p such that 
either q 1t.f = g 
or 9 Itf<s 
or sIks<J 
ProoJ If p does not force f d g then there is a q ,< p such that 
q/~g<<IfpI~ff‘gbutpdoesnotforcef=gthenthereisaq6psuch 
that q It-f# g, and hence q 1k.f~ g. I 
The zero element. Let E be a Boolean-linear space. We adjoint to E an 
additional element 0, and let E* = E u (0). Extend the partial ordering of 
E by declaring 0 to be the least element of E*, i.e., 0 < p for all p E E. We 
extend the relation I/- to E* as follows: 
(a) Zero is not allowed on the left of I/--, is incompatible with every 
fe E*, and the relation << is defined only for the elements of E. 
(b) We let 
P It-0G.f for all f E E*, (2.19) 
and 
P lkq=O if plq (P. 4 6 E). (2.20) 
Note that (2.19) and (2.20) are consistent with Definition 2.6, if we adopt 
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the convention spelled out in (a) above: for all p E E and f, gE E*, 
p IF-f < g if and only if for all q << p, q d f implies q d g. 
2.21. PROPOSITION. For all p, q E E, 
P kq>O if and only if p << q. 
Proof: 
p #-q>O ifandonlyifnor<pforcesq=O, 
if and only if no r < p is incompatible with q, 
if and only ifp C-C q. 1 
In view of the above discussion, we shall call (E*, Q, IF, 0) also a 
Boolean-linear space. 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section we show that examples of Boolean-linear spaces include 
linear orders (and direct products of linear orders), Boolean algebras, and 
various function spaces. More examples are studied in Section 6. 
A. Linear Ordering 
3.1. THEOREM. Let (L, < ) be a linear ordering. 
(a) For all p, q E L, p is compatible with q. 
(b) For all p, q E L, p is stronger than q. 
(cl For all PA ge L 
Plkf6g iff f< g 
Pll-f=g iff f= g. 
(d) For allp,f,gEL 
Pll-f#g iff f f g 
PI-f<&? iff f<g. 
(e) (L, < ) is Boolean-linear. 
Properties (a)-(e) are easily verified. Note that the axiom of Boolean 
linearity holds because if not f d g then g <J and so some p forces g c f: 
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Note also that by (b), the preorder << is trivial, the separative quotient 
of (L, d ) is a one-point set. 
B. Direct Product of Linear Orders 
Let Q be a nonempty set, and for each x E Q let (E,, d ,) be a linear 
ordering with a least element 0. Let 
E* = the product of the E,, 
and for all f, g E E* define 
f<s iff f(x) d g(x) for all x E 52. 
The partial ordering (E*, <) is the direct product of {(E,, 6,):x~Q). 
Also let 
0 = the constant function 0, 
E=E*-(0) 
and for every f .c E* 
s(f)= {.uEQ:f(X)>O} 
(the support of p). E consists of all f~ E* with nonempty support. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let (E*, < ) he the direct product of linear orders 
(E,, G,); let E= E* - (01. 
(a) For all p, q E E, 
PI4 iff S(P) ns(q) z 0. 
(b) For allp,qEE, 
P -Cc q iff dp) s s(q). 
(c) For all p E E and all f, g E E*, 
plkfdg ijf f(x) < g(x) for all xE~(p) 
plkf=g iff f(x)= g(x) for all xEs(p). 
(d) For allpEEandallf,gEE*, 
PII-f#g iff f(x) z g(x) for all xEs(p) 
p/kf<g iff f(x) < g(x) for all x E s(p). 
(e) (E, < ) is Boolean-linear. 
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Proof. (a) and (b) are easily verified. Note that by (b), the separative 
quotient of (E, <) is isomorphic to the set of all nonempty subsets of Sz, 
partially ordered by inclusion. (Every nonempty subset of D is the support 
of some p E E.) 
(c) p does not force f < g if and only if there is a q << p such that 
q d f but not q < g, if and only if there is an x E s(p) and some 
q with s(q) = {- Y ) such that q <f but not q d g, if and only if 
3x E s(p) such that f(x) > g(x). 
(d) p does not force f # g if and only if there is a q 4 p such that 
q j/---f= g if and only if 3x~s(~) such that f(x) = g(x). 
(e) If not f< g then for some x, g(x) <f(x), and so some p forces 
g<f. 
C. The Boolean-Linear Space of Measurable Functions 
Let p be a o-additive o-finite measure on a measure space Q. Let 
M(Q, p) be the set of all p-equivalence classes of measurable real-valued 
functions on R. Let E* = M ‘(Q, p) be the set of all nonnegative elements 
of M(Q, p); i.e., f(x) >O almost everywhere on 52. Let 0 be the constant 
zero function and let E = E* - {O}. We freely confuse measurable functions 
with their equivalence classes. 
For all A g E E*, let 
.fGs if f(x) < g(,x) almost everywhere. 
We shall show that (E, < ) is Boolean-linear. It will be clear from the proof 
that this remains true when we replace M(Q, p) by an L,(Q), 0 < p < co. 
Thus L, spaces provide another example of a Boolean-linear space. 
For each f e E*, let 
s(f)= {xEQ:f(x)>0) 
(the support off). Since elements of the space are equivalence classes of 
functions, the support is not uniquely determined. Strictly speaking, the 
support of f is not a set in 0, but rather an equivalence class of a 
measurable set, modulo the o-ideal of p-null sets. 
If f E E* and if X is a measurable set, let f YX denote the function that 
agrees with f on X, and equals zero outside X. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let (E*, <) be the space of all nonnegative measurable 
functions. 
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(a) For all f, ge E*, 
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fig iff s(f) n s( g ) has posiriue measure. 
(b) For allp,qeE, 
P << q iff s(p)-s(q) is null. 
(c) For all p E E and.f; gg E*, 
P Ii-f’< g [ff f(.u)< g(x) for almost a// -YES(~) 
P IF.!-= g &f ,f(x) = g(x) for almost all x E s( p). 
(d) For allpEEand,f,gEE*, 
pkffg (ff J’(s) # g(x) for almosf all x E s(p) 
P k.f< g iff f(x)< g(x) .for almost all -YES(~). 
(e) (E, < ) is Boolean-linear. 
Proof: (a) LetfA g be the function (f~ g)(x) = min{,f(x), g(.x)]. We 
have s(.f A g) = s(,f) n s(g), and fl g if and only if f A g # 0. 
(b) If Q-s(q) is null and r d p, then s(r) ns(q) has positive 
measure and so rig. Hence p << q. If s(p) - s(q) = X has positive measure, 
let r = p r X. Then r < p and since s( r ) = X, we have rlq. Hence p is not 
stronger than q. 
(c) If p does not force f 6 g then there is a q << p such that q<f 
but q 6 g. It follows that s(q) - s(p) is a null set and that q(x) > g(x) on 
a set of positive measure. Hence there is a set of positive measure of 
x E s(p) such that f(.u) 3 q(x) > g(s), violating the right-hand-side condi- 
tion. 
Conversely, assume that the set A’= {x~s(p):g(s) < f(x)} has positive 
measure, and let q = .f YX. Then q << p, q 6 ,J and q $ g; hence p does not 
force f < g. 
(d) If p does not force f # g then there is a q < p that forces f = g, 
and so f (-u) = g(x) for almost all x E s(q). Hence f(s) = g(.u) holds on a set 
of positive measure. 
Conversely, if the set X= (X E s(p) :f(x) = g(x) j has positive measure, let 
q E E be any q such that s(q) c x. Then q << p and q 11 f = g; hence p does 
not force f # g. 
(e) Let f and g be such that f 6 g. Then f(x) > g(x) on a set of 
positive measure, and there exists a p E E such that g(.u) < f(.x) for all 
-YES(P); hence p IF g<f: 1 
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We note that every measurable subset of 52 of positive measure is the 
support of some function in E. By (b), the separative quotient of (E, <) is 
isomorphic to the quotient, by the ideal of null sets, of the family of all 
measurable subsets of Q of positive measure, ordered by inclusion. 
D. Boolean-Linear Spaces of Continuous Functions 
Les S be a completely regular topological Hausdorff space, and let C[S] 
denote the space of all continuous real-valued functions on S. Let 
f<g if f(x) d g(x) for all 9 15 S. 
Let E* be the set of all f~ C[S] such that f 2 0, where 0 is the constant 
zero function; let E= E*- (0) = {f~C[S]:f>0}. 
For each f~ E*, let 
s(f)= {xEs:f(x)>o} 
be the support off; each s(f) is an open set. 
3.4. LEMMA. The space (E*, d ) f o continuous functions satisfies the 
following three conditions I, II, III: 
I. For all f, g E E, tf s(f) n s(g) # 0, then there is some h E E such 
that h6f andhdg. 
II. For every nonempty open set G s S there exists a p E E such that 
s(p) G G. 
III. For every nonempty set G c S, and for allf, g E E*, iff(x) > g(x) 
for all x E G then there exists a p E E such that s(p) E G and p < f but p 6 g. 
Proof I. For all f, gE E*, the function f A g = min{f, g> is in E*, 
and s(f A g) = s(f) n s(g). 
II. Since S is completely regular, there exists a continuous non- 
negative function p that is not identically zero, but is zero outside the open 
set G. 
III. Let x0 be some point in G; since S is completely regular, there 
exists a function h E E such that h(x,) = f (x0) and h(x) = 0 for all x +! G. Let 
p=fAh. 1 
We will show that the space of all positive continuous functions on S is 
Boolean-linear, using properties I, II, and III. More generally, every subset 
E of C[S] that satisfies I, II, III is a Boolean-linear space. This yields 
another class of examples of Boolean-linear spaces. For instance, let C’(R) 
denote the space of all differentiable functions on R, and let E* be the 
set of all f + where f E C’(R) and where f + denotes the function 
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f’(x)=max(j”(x), O}. This E* satisfies I, II, III and so the theory of 
Boolean-linear spaces applies to C’(R). [This is of some interest as C’(R) 
is not a lattice.] 
3.5. THEOREM. Let S he a completely regular Hausdorff space and let E 
he the set of all positive functions in C[S]. More generally, let E G C[S] he 
a set that satisfies conditions I, II, III in Lemma 3.4. 
(a) For allf, ge E, 
fig iff s(f)ns(g)Z@. 
(b) For all p, q E E, 
P << 4 iff s(p) - s(q) is nowhere dense. 
(c) For all p E E and f, g E E*, 
P II-f< g zff f(x) < g(x) for all xE s(p) 
P lk.f= g ifjc f(x) = g(x) for all .t E s(p). 
(d) For allpEEandf,gEE*, 
plkf+g iff (x~s(p):f(x)= g(x)} is nowhere dense 
plkf<g ifj’ lx E s(p) f(s) 2 g(x)} is nowlhere dense. 
(e) (E, 6 ) is Boolean-linear. 
ProojY (a) If there is an hE E such that h < f and h < g then 
s(h) c s(f) n s(g) and so s(f) n s(g) # 0. 
Conversely, if s(.f) n s(g) # 0, then by (I) there is an h E E with h <f and 
h 6 g. 
(b) If s(p)-s(q) is nowhere dense and if r< p, then s(r)-s(q) is 
nowhere dense and so s(r) n s(q) # 0. By (a) we have r 1 q, and hence 
P << 4. 
If s(p) -s(q) is not nowhere dense, then it contains a nonempty open set 
G. By (II) there exists an r E E such that s(r) c G. It follows that r Ip and 
rlq, and so p is not stronger than q. 
(c) If p does not force f 6 g then there is a q << p such that q <J 
but q $ g. The set {x:q(x)> g(x)} is open, and by (b), s(q)-s(p) is 
nowhere dense, hence there exists a x E s(p) such that f(x) > q(x) > g(x). 
Conversely, if there exists an x E s(p) such that f(x) > g(x), then let 
G= {x~s(p):f(x)> g(x)}. By (III) there exists a qeE such that s(q)cG, 
q <f, and q $ g. Since s(q) c s(p), we have q << p by (b), and hence p 
does not force f d g. 
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(d) If p does not force f # g, then there is a q < p that forces ,f = g, 
and by (c), f(x) = g(x) for all x~s(q). So the set {x E s(p):f(x) = g(x)} 
contains a nonempty open set. 
Conversely, if there is a nonempty open set G ss(p) such that 
f(x) = g(x) for all x s G, then by (If) there exists a q E E such that s(q) E G. 
By (b) and (c) we have q <<p and q IF-f(x)= g(x), and so p does not 
force ,f # g. 
(e) Let J‘and g be such that f $ g. By (II), there exists some p E E 
such that s(p) is included in the open set (x:g(x)<f(x)J, and by (d), p 
forces f < g. m 
E. Booleun Algebra 
We now show that every Boolean algebra is a Boolean-linear space, 
under the Boolean inclusion s . Let B be a Boolean algebra. We use the set 
theoretic notation a u b, a n b, -a for the Boolean algebraic operations, 
and a & b for the partial ordering defined by 
acb if aub=b. 
We use c1- h to denote the relative complement of b in a and 
a A h = (a-h) u (h-a) to denote the symmetric difference of a and b. 
0 and I are, respectively, the least and the greatest element of B. 
We consider the sets E = B - (0) and E* = B endowed with the partial 
order S: 
3.6. THEOREM. Let B be u Boolean algebra. 
(a) For all a, b, 
alb ifj’ unbf0. 
(b) For all nonzero p, q 
P << Y if?” P 2 4. 
(c) For all p # 0 and a, b, 
p /taGb ifs anpGbnp 
p Ika=b zyf anp=bnp. 
(d) For at1 p#O, a, b, 
p IF-afb i f f  p c a ~3 b 
p/t--<b i f f  p&b-a. 
(e) (B, E, 0) is a Boolean linear space (with zero element) 
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Proof: (a) is obvious. For (b) it s&ices to show that if not p c q then 
not p << q. So assume that p $Z q and let r = p - q. Then r E p while r I q, 
making p -cc q false. 
(c) p forces a < h iff for every q G p, q c a implies q C b 
iff pnacb 
iff unpcbnp. 
(d) p does not force a # h iff there is a q G p with an q = b n q 
iff p g a A b. 
(e) If a g h thenp=u-h#O andp /kb<u. 1 
The following property of Boolean algebras is ‘noteworthy: 
3.7. PROPOSITION. If a E B is such that u # 0, 1, then a IF a = 1 and 
-uI~u=O. 1 
In a way, this means that linear orderings and Boolean algebras are at 
opposite extremes of the multitude of Boolean-linear spaces: while for 
linear orders, << degenerates to a single point, 3.7 gives degeneracy of a 
different kind. 
In fact, the ordering E of a Boolean algebra is an example of a 
separative partial order: (P, < ) is called separative if for all p, q E P, 
if p $ q then there is an r < p such that r I q. (3.8 1 
It is well known that separative partial orders are exactly those that can 
be embedded densely in a Boolean algebra. If (P, < ) is any partial order, 
the separative quotient X-C of < is separative, and agrees with < if and 
only if 6 is separative. (This follows easily from definition (3.8) and 
Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5.) 
3.9. THEOREM. Let (E, < ) be a separative partial order. Then 
(4 -cc is the same as <. 
(b) (E, < ) is Boolean-linear. 
ProqJ: (b) If p $ q, then by (3.8) there is an r < p such that r 1 q. We 
have r /k r d p and r It-4 < r (exercise); hence r /- q < p. 1 
We also have an analog of 3.7: 
3.10. PROPOSITION. Let (E, < ) be separative, and p E E. 
(a) For all x, p IF Y < p. 
(b) Zfp (t-u>0 andp l/--b>0 thenp lta=b. 
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Proof (a) Easy. 
(b) By(a),aI~h6aandb(~a~h.Sincep<<aandp<<b,we 
have p Ika=b. [ 
I?. The Boolean-Linear Space of Finite a-Additive Measures 
Let .4? be a o-algebra of subsets of some nonempty set Q. We consider 
the set E of all o-additive finite measures p on g, partially ordered by the 
relation 
PG4 if for all X E 99, p(X) 6 q(X). 
And E* = E u {0), where 0 is the constant function 0. 
3.11. THEOREM. (E, < ) is a Boolean-linear space, and for all p, q E E, 
P << 4 zfjf p is absolutely continuous w.r.t. q 
We recall that p is absolutely continuous with respect to q if for every 
X~B,g(X)=Oimpliesp(X)=O.Forf~E*andA~~,wedefinef rAEE* 
by 
(f rA)W)=f(XnA) (XE 49). 
We say that A supports p E E if p 1 A = p (i.e., if p( - A) = 0). 
We prove Theorem 3.11 in a sequence of lemmas: 
3.12. LEMMA. For any f, g E E there exists an A E k% so that f 1 A d g r A 
andgr-Abfr-A. 
Proof Let w  be a maximal disjoint collection of XE~ with the 
property that g(X) > 0 and f r XQ g r X. -llr is at most countable; let 
A = U ?V. Clearly, f r A G g r A. 
To show that g r -AQf r -A, let BG -A be in &J and show that 
g(B) < f(B). By the maximality of “H”’ we have: For every Y c B if g( Y) > 0 
then there is an Xc Y such that f(X) > g(X). 
Let I be a maximal disjoint collection of Xr B such that f(X) > g(X). 
3 is at most countable, and g(B - lJ 9) = 0. It follows that g(B) = 
SW m=CXESg (W6C,.,f(X)Qf(B). 
3.13. LEMMA. Iff, gE E and A ~93 are as in Lemma 3.12, then 
fig zff f(A)=O=g(-A). 
Proof If f(A)=g(-A)=0 and if h<f and h<g, then 
h(Q)=h(A)+h(-A)=O, and soflg. 
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For the converse, consider the measure h = f r A + g r --A, i.e., 
h(X)= f(XnA)+ g(X-A). We have h<f and h< g, and if either 
f(A)>0 or g(-A)>0 then h#O. Hencefl g. 1 
3.14. LEMMA. For all p, q E E, p c-c q iff p is absolutely continuous 
w.r.t. q. 
Proof: If p is not a.c. w.r.t. q then let A E Z# such that q(A) = 0 and 
p(A ) > 0, and let r = p r A. Then r 6 p and r 1 q, and so p is not stronger 
than q. 
If p is ac. w.r.t. q, let r E E be any r < p and show that r / q. Let A E &9 
be such that r rA<q rA and q r-A<r r -A. If q(-A)=0 then 
p( -A) =O, so r( -A) =0 and hence r(A) > 0. By Lemma 3.13 we have 
r 1 q. Hence p c-c q. 1 
3.15. LEMMA. For all p E E and J g E E *, 
P kf<g iff there is an A E &I that supports p 
and f rA<g rA. 
Proof First assume that the right hand side holds and let A be such a 
set. Let q << p be such that q 6 f, and show q 6 g. Since q << p, we have 
q(-A)=0 a n so q=q rA<f rA<g /‘A<g. Hencep Ikf<g. d 
Now assume that p IF f < g; we shall find an A that supports p and 
f rA<g rA. By Lemma 3.12 there is an A such that f [A<g PA and 
g 1 -A<fr -A. IfA supports p then we are done. Otherwise, p( -A) > 0, 
andweletf,=fr-A,g,=gr-A,andh=f,-g,. 
If p I h then there is a B such that A u B supports p and h(B) = 0. Then 
f 1 (A u B) 6 g r (A u B) and we are done again. 
So assume, toward a contradiction, that there is an r E E such that r < h 
and r<p. We have r<,f,-g,d,f,<J: Let 
A=sup(or~R: a.r<,f) 
(A exists and 1 <l<f(l2)/r(Q)). Let q=I..r. 
We have q -CC r d p and q <f: Thus it suffices to show that q 4 g, since 
then q witnesses that p does not force f< g. Assuming that q < g, we have 
q<qr--A<gr-A=g,,and 
which contradicts the definition of II. 
Hence q -C-C p, q < f, and q $ g, and so p does not force f 6 g, a con- 
tradiction. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.11. Let ,f and g be such that f < g; we shall find a 
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p that forces g <f: By Lemma 3.12 there is a B such that g 1 BQf f B and 
f r -B 6 g r -B; since f $ g, it follows that f(B) > g(B) (if f(B) = g(B) 
thengrBdfrBimpliesgrB=frB,andsincefr-Bdgr-B,weget 
f<g). Letp=frB-g rB; Bsupportsp. 
We will show that p It g <f: Clearly, p IF g <f by Lemma 3.15. Thus 
assume that some q < p forces f < g. Then by Lemma 3.15 there exists 
some A that supports q and f r A < g r A. We may assume that A E B. 
ButfrA<g rA implies that p(A)=f(A)-g(A)=O, hence q(A)=O, a 
contradiction. 1 
We conclude this section by an analysis of the structure of the space E. 
Let m E E be arbitrary, and let 
E,= {p~E:p << m}. 
We remark that by the Radon-Nikodym Theorem, the partially ordered 
set (Ez, d ) is isomorphic to YT(sZ, 8, m), the set of all nonnegative 
m-integrable functions (which is a Boolean-linear space by Theorem 3.3). 
Now let {m,:ie I} be a maximal antichain in E (an antichain is a set of 
pairwise incompatible elements of E) and consider the Boolean-linear 
spaces (Ez < i, IF i), i E I, where for each i, Ei = E,,, d i is the restriction 
of < to E, and 11 i is the forcing defined from < ,. 
Let i?* denote the set of all f = (Jfi:i~ Z) in the product n, ET such 
that Ci,,f,(Q)<co, and for allf,gEE* let 
f<g iff f, < gi for all i E I. 
Thus i?* is isomorphic to the subset of the direct product nitI 2’T(mi) 
consisting of all (f, : i E I) such that 
1 Ilfilll<co~ 
iel 
where Ilf,II, is the 91-norm off, (in 91(mi)), in other words, 
E*=lT (lJ,~Th)). 
For each p E E let s(p) = {i E Z:p, # 0 >. 
3.16. THEOREM. (E*, <) is isomorphic to (E*, <), and 
(a) p << q ffs(p)Gs(q) and Vies(p), pi -eiqi. 
(b) P IkfG tZ iffV’i~~(~)v Pi IF-if,< g,. 
tc) P Ikf<g iffvliES(P)3 Pi Itrfi<gi~ 
We devote the rest of this section to the proof of Theorem 3.16. 
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3.17. LEMMA. If p 1 q then there exists an A E 98 such that A supports q, 
p(A) > 0, and p 1 A -CC q. If B is any other BE 9 that supports q and 
p r B -CC q, then p r A = p 1 B. 
Proof Let $P- be a maximal collection of pairwise disjoint sets YE g 
such that for every YE %‘-‘, p( Y) > 0 and q(Y) = 0, and let 2 = u w-. Since 
all YE %“ have positive p-measure, %’ is countable and we have q(Z) = 0. 
Let A = -Z. A supports q, and since p 1 q, we have p(A) > 0. By the maxi- 
mality of ti”, if Xs A is q-null, then it is p-null, and so p r A -C-C q. 
If B supports q. then q(A a B) = 0 and if also p r B << q then 
p(A n B)=O, and sop rA=p rB. 1 
3.18. LEMMA. Let PEE and let YY- be an antichain in E. Then 
{qE #*:p / q} is at most countable. 
ProoJ: For each q E ‘II’- such that p j q, let A, E 9 be such that p(A,) > 0 
andp~A,<<q.Ifq,r~~andq#r,thenqlrandso(byLemma3.13) 
A,n A, is the union of two sets, one of q-measure 0 and the other of 
r-measure 0. Hence p(A, n A,) = 0. Thus {A,:p ( q} is a collection of 
p-positive sets that intersect pairwise in p-null sets, and so it is at most 
countable. 1 
Given p E E, let 
s(p) = (iE Z:p 1 m,}. 
For each iEs(p), choose Ai that supports mi and such that p(A,) >O and 
p 1 A, << WI,. Let pi=p 1 A,. For i$s(p) let pi=O. 
If i,jEs(p) and i#j then p(A,n Aj) = 0, and since s(p) is at most 
countable, we can change the A, to make them pairwise disjoint. Let 
B= -Uieuo,) Ai. Clearly m,(B)=0 for all iEs(p). We also have p(B)=O, 
because otherwise p r B would be compatible with some m,, j$ s(p) (by the 
maximality of {m,:i~ I}), a contradiction. Hence we may assume that 
Uits(p) Ai=Q. 
For all XE g we have 
P(X)= C P(XnA,)=CPi(XnA,)=CPi(X) 
IESCP) i I 
and so 
P= c P,. 
,tl 
3.19. LEMMA. For all p, q E E, 
Pd9 {ff Vip, d qi. 
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Proof: If pi G qi for al i, then p = C, pi G Ci qi = q. Conversely, if p < q, 
then s(p) c s(q). Let ins, and let Ai and Bj be such that pi= p r A,, 
qi=q r B,. Since mi(A, A B;)=O, we may assume that Ai= B;, and it 
follows that pi<qi. 1 
3.20. LEMMA. Every (fi: i E Z) E E* is the image of some f E E*. 
Proof: Let S= {i~I:f~fO); since xi f,(Q) < cz3, S is at most countable. 
Let { Ai : i E S) be a pairwise disjoint family such that each A i supports m, ; 
since f, << m,, Ai supports fi. Let f E E* be defined by 
f(X) = c fi(Xn Ai) (2-E Lq. 
ieS 
It follows that s(f) = S and for each Z’E S, fi is thef, obtained from f: 4 
Thus we have an isomorphism between E and J!? 
Proof of 3.16(a). Note that for all p, q E E, p I q iff for all ie Z, either 
p,=O or q,=O or pi I qi. 
If the right hand side of (3.16(a)) fails then there is an iE,s(p) such that 
not pi << i qz and hence there is an Y, E Ej such that rid pi and ri I qi. We 
have ri6 p and r, 1 q, and so p << q fails. 
Conversely, if p << q fails then let r < p such that r I q, and let i be any 
i such that ri # 0. Then either i $ s(q) or ri 1 qi and so pi << i qi fails. 1 
Proof of3.16(b). If p does not forceff g, let g << p be such that q <f 
and q +& g. Then there exists an i E s(q) c s(p) such that qi $ g;, and hence 
pi does not force f, 6 gj in Ei. 
Conversely, let in s(p) be such that p, does not force fi< gi. Then there 
is a qi <<ipi such that qibfi and qi 6 g,. But then qi <<p, qidf, and 
q, $ g, hence p does not force f < g. 1 
3.21. LEMMA. For each i E: s(p), 
mi Ii-Pi=P. 
ProojI Since p, d p, it s&ices to prove that mi \k p 6 pi. So let q CC mi 
be such that q Q p, and show that q< pi. But qE Ei and so q= qi, Since 
qi<pi we have q<pi. 1 
Proof of 3.16(c). It is enough to show that p I/-f# g if and only if for 
ad FESS p, kfi Z gi. 
If p does not force f # g then there is a q 9 p that forces f = g. Let 
io s(q) z s(p); then qi IF f, = g, by (b), and so pi does not force f, # gi. 
Conversely, assume that for some i E s(p), pi does not force f, # gi. Let 
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qi6 p, be such that qi It,.f, = gi. By (b), qi Ik.f, = gi, and by Lemma 3.21, 
qi Itfi=f and qi jk gi= g. It follows that qi Itf’= g, and so p does not 
force .f # g. I 
4. BOOLEAN-VALUED MODELS AND FORCING 
This section expounds the relationship between Boolean-linear spaces 
and Boolean-valued models (of the theory of linear orders). We start with 
a review of the theory of Boolean-valued models [6]. 
Let B be a complete Boolean algebra. We use C and n to denote the 
inlinitary Boolean operations. Consider a first-order language Y; since 
our application deals with the theory of order, let us simplify matters by 
assuming that Y consists of the equality = and a binary relation R. 
A B-valued model for the language 9 consists of a wziverse A4 and 
functions /Ix= ~11 and IlxRylI f rom M x A4 into B, called Boolean-values 
and satisfying the following axioms: 
For all x, .v, z E M, 
(a) 11.~ = slj = 1 
(b) j/s=~// = II.~=xll (4.1) 
(c) 11.~ = ~11 n 11~’ = ~11 c 11.~ = z[/ 
11.~1 = xz II n IIY, = ~‘1 II n II-y, 0, II G II.~~R.v~ II (4.2) 
if 11.~ = ~$11 = 1 then .Y= J. (4.3 1 
One assigns Boolean values to all formulas of the language Y, using the 
following calculus: 
11~~ and $11 = llvll n 11~11~ Ilv or $11 = 11~11 u lI$ll, /Inot cpll = - llvll 
Il~wll = ,y lIv(-~)ll~ Il~‘xcpll = n IId*~)ll. (4.4) 
YE M xt hl 
We remark that if 9 logically implies II/ then ll~ll G Il$/, and that all 
logically valid formulas have value 1. When [Iv/l = 1 we say that cp is true 
in the Boolean-valued model, or that A4 satisfies cp. In particular, the 
axioms of equality are true in A4 (this follows from (4.1 ) and (4.2)): 
1I.Y = x/I = 1 
11,~ = y iffy = .YII = 1 
Ilif .y = J and J’ = ,- then X=,-/I = 1 
//if x, = -y2, yI = ?lz and -y, Ry,. then .u,Rq’? II = 1. 
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A partition of B is a set W of mutually disjoint elements of B such that 
c W=l. 
A Boolean-valued model M is furl if for every partition W of B and every 
function a H x, from W into B there exists an x E M such that a z 11.x =x, 11 
for all a E W. Such an x, if it exists, is unique, and we denote it 
In the special case when W= {a, -a}, x, = z, and x_, = 0, we denote 
the unique x 
x=z ra. 
Thus a~ 1Ix=zII and --a~ lIx=Ol/. 
One consequence of fullness is that for every formula cp there exists an 
x E M such that 
Ild-XIII = 113~VII. (4.5 1 
A set D E B - (0) is called dense in the Boolean algebra B if for every 
a # 0 there exists a d E D such that d z a. If D is dense in a Boolean algebra 
then the partial order (D, E ) is separative. As is known, every separative 
partial order is embedded as a dense set into a unique complete Boolean 
algebra. 
If (P, 6 ) is an arbitrary partial ordering, the separative quotient << of 
6 is separative; we shall denote 9(P) the unique complete Boolean 
algebra in which the separative quotient is dense. 
4.6. DEFINITION. Let (P, < ) be a partial ordering. A forcing model for 
d;p consists of a universe M, and relations p lk x = y and p 11 xRy (on 
P x M x M) that satisfy the following axioms: 
For all p, q, r E P and x, y, z E M 
(a) p i~x=x 
(b) ifp lkx= y thenp IF y=x 
(c) ifp +x= yandp #-- y=zthenp ikx=z 
(a) ifqdpandp Itx=ythenq It-.x= y 
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(a) if q < p and p IF XI+ then q IF xRy 
(b) ifVq6p3r6qr IF-.u&thenp 1k.u~~ 
(4.10) 
ifVpp I/-s=ythen.u=.r% (4.11 ) 
The following theorem summarizes the relation between forcing and 
Boolean-valued models: 
4.12. THEOREM. Let (P, < ) he u partial ordering, and let M be a forcing 
model. For all p E P, let [p] be the equivalence class of p in the separative 
quotient << of 6, and let B=:/(P) (so {[p]:p~ P1 c B and [p] << [q] 
[ f f  [p] s [q] in B). For all x, y  E M let 
l/x=ylI =c {[p]:p Ik.-Y=y), llsRyl/ =I ([p]:p ItxRy). (4.13) 
Then 11.~ = ~~11, ll.xRy~I make M a Boolean-valued model, and,for all x, y  E M 
undpEP 
(4.14) 
Furthermore, if li’e define the forcing relation p lk cp ,for formulus of gC, bly 
P ItcP if [PI z llvll, (4.15) 
then 
P II cp and II/ iff p Itvandp Il-ti 
P IF VW zlf for all x E M, p IF cp(.\-) 
P Iknot v  i f f  no q < pforces cp (4.16) 
P IF cp or ti lfl VqGP+<q(r Itqorr IF+) 
P IF 3-w lyf Vq<p3r<q3xEMr Ikcp(s). 
Remark. In particular, we say that a forcing model M satisfies cp, or 
that cp is true in M, if every p E P forces cp. 
We shall now state and prove the relationship between Boolean-linear 
spaces and Boolean-valued models. 
Let (E, d ) be a Boolean-linear partial order. Consider the partial order 
(P, <)=(E, <), and the universe M=E*=Eu{O}. For peM and 
AgEM*, we have defined in Section 2 the relations p jb f < g and 
p IF f = g. The next theorem states that these relations make E* a forcing 
model for the theory of linear ordering: 
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4.17. THEOREM. Let (E, d, It-- ) be a Boolean-linear space. Then M = 
(E*, p IF f = g, p IF f d g) is a forcing model for the language ( = , 6 ) and 
it satisfies 
“the universe is linearly ordered.” 
Moreover, M satisfies that 0 is the least element. 
Proof. First we show that the forcing relations satisfy the 
axioms (4.7)-(4.11): 
(4.7) Lemma 2.8(a)-(c), 
(4.8a) Lemma 2.8(d), 
(4.8b) Lemma 2.15, 
(4.9) Lemma 2.7(b), 
(4.10a) Lemma 2.7(d), 
(4.10b) Lemma 2.14, 
(4.11) Lemma 2.8(e). 
Next we show that M satisfies the sentence “6 is a partial ordering”; we 
show that every p forces the sentence 
“the relation < is reflexive and transitive, 
and V/.X Vy (if x < y and y < x then x = y).” 
Reflexivity: Lemma 2.7(a), 
Transitivity: Lemma 2.7(b). 
The last clause is forced because for all p, f and g, if p #-f d g and 
p IF g< f then p Itf= g by the definition of p It f = g. 
Now we show that A4 satisfies the sentence 
“V’x v y (x 6 y or y d x).” 
This is because for all f and g, 
VP%l~P M-f~sw9 It-g<f) 
which holds by Theorem 2.18. 
Note that if f # g and f < g stand for the formulas 
notf=g, fdgandnotgbf 
then the relations p IF f # g and p IF f < g as defined in 2.9 coincide with 
the forcing calculated for the respective formulas by (4.16). 
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Finally, we leave as an exercise to verify that every p forces “0 is the least 
element.” 1 
The next theorem is a weak converse of Theorem 4.17 (and will be used 
in Section 8). It states that a full Boolean-valued model of the theory of 
linear order is a Boolean-linear space. 
4.18. THEOREM. Let B be u complete Boolearl algebra, and let 
(M /I-Y= VII, lb 6 yll 1 b e a fi& Boolean-rlafued model that satifies the 
sentence 
“< is a linear ordering with a least element 0.” 
Let E* = A4 artd for .f. g E E* dt$ne 
SGS if IIf< gll = 1. 
Then (E*, < ) is a Boolean-linear space with zero element 0. 
The theorem follows from this lemma, which provides more details on 
the correspondence: 
4.19. LEMMA. For each PEE= M- {O$, let 
e(p)= Ilp>Oll. 
For all p E E, and all A g E E *, 
(a) P 14 iff e(p)ne(q)=@ 
(b) P << q tiT e(p) c e(q), 
Cc) P IkfGg iff e(p) c ll.fG gll, 
(d) P lkf<g iff e(p) s IIS < g/l, 
(e) (E, < ) is Boolean-linear. 
If; in addition, M satisfies the sentewe 
then e(E)=B- {O)., andso B=g(E, <). 
[Note that (c) states that “forcing” as defined in (E, G ) coincides with 
“forcing” in the Boolean-valued model M.] 
Proof: (a) If p I q then there is some r # 0 such that r d p and r d q, 
i.e., ((r<p(j= /lr<q(( = 1. Then e(p)ne(q)#O because 
0 # Ilr > O/l = I/r > 011 n Ilr < pII n 11~ G qlj = llr > 0 and r 6 p and r 6 q/l 
L llp>Oandq>Ojl =e(p)ne(q). 
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If e(p) n e(q) # 0, then (because II< is linear11 = 1) 
O# Ijp>Oandq>O/I G /13x(x>Oandx~pandx6q)/l 
= xf;, (II-X ’ O/I n II-X 6 Pll f7 IIX G 411) 
and so there is an x E M such that 
a = 11.x > 011 n 11.x d pll n llxd ql/ # 0. 
As M is full, there exists an r such that r = x 1 a; since llr>Oll 2 
Ilr=.yII n /l,x>Ojl ~a, we have r#O. Since --a~ llr=Oll E llr<pll and 
a C Ilr = ~11 n 11-x < pll G llr 6 pll, we have IIr 6 pII = 1, i.e. r 6 p. Similarly, 
rdq, and so plq. 
(b) If p is not stronger than q then there exists an r #O such that 
r6p and r I q, i.e. llr6pll = 1 and e(r)ne(q)=O. Since 
and e(r) n e(q) = 0, it follows that e(p) e e(q). 
If e(p) g e(q), let a= e(p)-e(q) and let r = p 1 a. Using the same 
argument as in (a), we have r#O and r< p. Since IIr =Oll 2 --a we have 
e(r) G a and e(r) n e(q) c a ‘e(q) = 0, hence r I q. It follows that p is not 
stronger than q. 
(c) Assume that p does not force f  < q. Then there exists some 
q << p such that q <f and q $ g. We show that the right-hand side fails: 
Let a = l/q > g/l ; a # 0 because q $ g (and I/ 6 is linear11 = 1). Since 
Ilq<fli = 1, we have 
llg < q implies g <fll = 1 
and so a = /I g < 411 c 11 g <fll. Hence a n 1l.f~ gll = 0. Similarly, 
/lq> g/l E llq>Oll, and so a= Ilg<ql/ Ge(q)se(p). It follows that 
e(p) g llf~ gll. 
Conversely, we assume that e(p) g IIf< gl/ and find some g << p such 
that q<f and q 4 g. 
Let a = e(p) - Il./“< gll, and q = f r a. We have q #O because 
as llf>gll G Ilf>Oll and a~ Ilq=fll; and so llq~Oll I> lIq=fll n 
l~f>O~~~u. We have q <<p because -uzllq=O/I and so e(q)= 
llq>O/l suce(p). We have q6f because a~ Ilq=fll c Ilq<fll and 
--a~ llq=Oll 5 Ilq<fll, and so 114 <fll = 1. Finally, we have q Q g 
because 
a c II9 =fll n Ilf> gll c II4 > gll 
and so llq < gll # 1. 
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(d) If e(p)~llf<gli then e(p)& IIJ‘<g and not g<fll, and so 
e(p)c Ilf<gll and e(p)n llg<fll =O. Hence p II--f<g, and no q <<p 
forces g <,f: It follows that p Ik,f< g. 
Conversely, assume that e(p) g /j” < gll. Then either e(p) g IIf< gll or 
e(p)n Ilgd,fll #O. If e(p) g Il.f<gll then p does not forcef<g and we 
are done. lf e(p) n /I g <fil # 0, let a = e(p) n II g <fll and let q = p 1 u. 
Then q#O (because /lq>Oll 2 /lq=pIl n llp>Ol) ?a), q6p (because 
GIG llq=pll and --a~ lIq=O/l), and q 11 g <I‘ (because e(q) = u E 
IIg<bflj). Hence p does not force i/f< g(/. 
(e) We show that if f $ g then some p forces g <f: If f’ Q g, let 
a= llg<fll and let ~=fra. We have e(p)Gu= Ilg<fil c IlO<fll and 
e(p)= ll~>Oll~ lI~=fll n llO<fll - 1 an 110 <,fll = a, which proves both 
pf0 and p IEgG 
Finally, if A4 satisfies “3,~ .Y # O”, then because M is full there exists an 
XEM such that /l.u>O/l= 1. We show that for each aEB-{O] there 
is a PEE such that e(p)=a: Let p=x Ia; then -acllp=Oll and 
aG ~(IJ=x(( = l(p=s(( n ((x>O(( c_ (lp>O((, and so e(p)=a. 1 
In the rest of this section we elaborate on the Boolean-valued model 
aspect of Boolean-linear spaces. First we return to the example in Proposi- 
tion 3.10. Let (E, 6 ) be a separative partial order. By 3.10(b), we have for 
all p, a, and h E E 
p IF if a#0 and h#O then a=b. 
In other words, the Boolean-valued model satisfies 
“V-X Vy (if x # 0 and y # 0 then ,Y = ,I)” 
or, loosely speaking, 
“E has one element.” 
Similarly, if B is a Boolean algebra then the Boolean-valued model corre- 
sponding to the Boolean-linear space (B, c ) satisfies 
“B has exactly two elements, 0 and 1.” 
Next we turn our attention to lattice operations. In a partially ordered 
set, V X and A X denote, respectively, the least upper bound and the 
greatest lower bound of a set X (if they exist). When X= {a, b}, we use the 
notation a v b and a A b. 
4.20. PROPOSITION. Let (E, d ) be a Boolean-linear space, let XS E*, 




(b) for all p and all ZE E*, 
iffor all xEX, p /-z<x, rhen p Itz<c. 
Proof (a) Obvious. 
(b) To prove p Itz < c, let q -CC p be such that q < z. For every 
XEX, p Ikz<x and q <<p, q<z, and so q6x. Therefore q<AXand it 
follows that p 11 z 6 c. 1 
One can view this proposition as saying that the Boolean valued model 
M satisfies 
“c is the greatest lower bound of X.” 
[This is precisely what 4.20 says if we augment the language of A4 by 
adding the unary predicate x E X.1 
In particular, assume that c = a A b in a Boolean linear space (E, 6 ). It 
follows from 4.20 that the corresponding Boolean-valued model M satisfies 
the statement (expressible in the first order language ( =, < )) 
c=aAb. 
Since M also satisfies (by 4.17) 
abb or b6a 
it follows that M satisfies 
c=a or c = b. 
A further (logical) consequence is that M satisfies 
Vx (ifx<aandx<bthenx<c). 
We can reformulate this in terms of forcing (and leave the easy direct proof 
to the reader): 
4.21. PROPOSITION. Assume that c = a A b. Then 
(a) vp%Gp (4 Ikc=aorq It-c=bh 
(b) For all p and all z, ifp Ikz<a andp Ikz<b thenp Ikz<c. 
We note that the dual of Proposition 4.20 need not be true (but is true 
in complete spaces, see Section 8): 
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4.22. EXAMPLE. Consider the following partially ordered set E 
a h c 
(so E* = Eu (0) is a lattice). We leave it to the reader to verify that E is 
Boolean-linear. 
Since cl a we have c Ik a = 0, and similarly (’ IF b = 0. Hence 
c IF a v h = 0. On the other hand, c <s and so c IF s > 0. Consequently, 
c IF a v b <s, while of course s = a v h in (E, < ). 
[The statements “a v b = 0” and “a v h < s” are of course abbreviations 
for statements in the language { =, d >. Note that the Boolean-valued 
model is not full, as 113~ x= a v 611 = 1, while there is no XE E* that 
would satisfy IIx = a v bl/. Specifically, a IF a v h = a, b 11 u v b = b, and 
c 11 a v b = 0.1 
5. REPRESENTATION OF BOOLEAN-LINEAR SPACES 
In this section we prove that every Boolean-linear space is isomorphic to 
a function space, i.e. a subspace of the direct product of linear orderings. 
Moreover, we prove that this representation of Boolean-linear spaces is 
unique, subject to conditions on the function space. The Representation 
Theorem generalizes the Stone Representation Theorem for Boolean 
algebras. 
Let S be a nonempty set, and for each x E S, let E, be a linear ordering 
with a least element 0. Let E be a set of nonzero functions f E n,, s E,, 
partially ordered by the coordinate-wise ordering 
f<g iff f(x) d g(x) for all x E S. (5.1) 
For each f E E, let 
s(f)== {XE%f(X)>O} 
(the support off ). 
E is called a function space if (E*, d, It-- ) is a subspace of the direct 
product n, t s E,, i.e., if forcing in E agrees with forcing in &tS E,: 
PIEfdg iff VxEs(p),f(x)< g(x) (pEE,f,gEE*) (5.2) 
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5.3. DEFINITION. A function space E c n,, s E, is regular if it satisfies 
the following axioms: 
(a) Ifs(f)ns(g)#P)thenthereisanhEEsuchthath<fandhdg. 
(b) The sets 
s< (.Lg)= {-=S:fb)Qwl (f, gEE*) 
.y< (fig)= {-=S:f(-eg(x)l 
form a sub-base for a topology on S. 
(c) S is a compact Hausdorff space. 
(d) For every nonempty open set G c S there is a p E E such that 
s(p) z G. 
We shall prove that every Boolean-linear space is isomorphic to a unique 
regular function space. But first we show that every regular function space 
is Boolean-linear. 
5.4. THEOREM. Let E G n,, s E, be a regular function space. Then for 
all p, q E E and all J g E E* 
(a) P-Lq iff.O)n4q)=k3 
(b) P << 4 iffdp)~dq), 
(cl P ikf 6g iff VxES(P),f(-~)6g(-~), 
Cd) P kf< g iffV-~Edp),f(-~)< g(-x), 
(e) (E, < ) is Boolean-linear. 
ProojI (a) If r E E is such that r d p and r d q then s(r) G s(p) n s(q). 
Conversely, if s(p) n s(q) #P, then r E E such that r < p and r < q exists 
by 5.3(a). 
(b) If s(p)Es(q) and if r<p then s(r)cs(p)Gs(q) so that 
s(r) n s(q) # 0, and r 1 q. Hence p -C-C q. 
Conversely, if s(p) $L s(q) then by 5.3(b), s(p)-s(q) is an open set and 
by 5.3(d) there is some rE E such that s(r)zs(p) --d(q). Hence s(r)ss(p) 
and s(r) n s(q) = fl and so r d p and r I q. So p is not stronger than q. 
(c) Definition 5.2. 
(d) Assume that f(x) < g(x) for all XES(P). Then p IF f Q g; it 
remains to show that no q < p forces g <f: If q ,< p, let x be any x E s(q). 
Then x E s(p) and so f(x) < g(x), and so by (c), q does not force g <f: 
Conversely, assume that the set G= {xes(p):g(x) 6 f(x)} is nonempty. 
Since G is open, there is a q E E such that s(q) L G. Since s(q) E s(p) and 
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g(x) <f(x) for all x~s(q), we have q -CC p and q IF g< f. Hence p does 
not force f < g. 
(e) If f $ g then G = (s:,f(x) > g(?c)J is nonempty, and there is a p 
such that s(p) L G; hence p It-- g < ,f: 
We shall now prove uniqueness of regular representation. 
5.5. DEFINITION. A combination is a formula cp of the form 
f, <g, andfi6 g, and...and.f,,< g,, 
and f,, + I > g,,, + l and . . . and .f;, > g,, . 
For such a combination, let 
s(q) = (XE S:cp(x)) 
= {.u:.f,(x)G g,(.x) and . ..and f,,(x)> g,,(x)j 
=s<(f,,g,)n ‘.’ ns,(g,,,,f,,). 
The set (s(cp): cp is a combination > is a clopen base for the topology of S. 
5.6. THEOREM. Let E, s fl,,,, E, and E, c n,.,,? Ey he regular func- 
tion spaces and let 7c be an isomorphism betwleen the partially ordered sets 
(E, , < ) and (E2, < ). Then there exists a unique homeomorphism p of S, 
onto S2 such that for all ,I; g E ET and all .Y E S, , 
(nf NPX) d (V)(P-~) iff f(-u) d g(x). (*I 
Proof First we show that p is unique. Assume that p and rs both satisfy 
(*) and let XES, be such that px#ax We use this consequence of (*): If 
.Y E S, and if cp is any combination in E,, then 
-uES(v) iff px E s( ncp 1. (**I 
Here rr(p is defined in the obvious way, and (M) follows from (*) because 
“x E s(q)” is a Boolean combination of statements “J(X) < g(x).” 
So if px # CJX then because S2 is Hausdorff, there exists a combination CJI 
such that ~XES(X(P) but ax$~(rrrcp). By (**), XES((P) and x$s(cp), a 
contradiction. 
We shall find a one-to-one mapping p of S, onto S2 that satisfies (**). 
This will suffice since (**) implies (*), and since p must be a 
homeomorphism, by the following argument: 
The image of a basic open set s(q) is the set {px:s~s(cp)} =s(z(p), a 
basic open set in S,. Similarly, p ’ maps basic open sets in S2 to open sets 
in S,. Hence both p and p ’ are continuous. 
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For each x E S, let 
U(x) = { cp : cp is a combination and x E s(q)}. 
Similarly, for y E S,, 
5.7. LEMMA. Ifyl # v2 then V(yl) # V(y2). 
Proof: S2 is a Hausdorff space, and so there is some cp such that 
nncp E VYJ and X(P 4 VYJ. I 
Now let, for all x E S,, 
Y(x) = n {s(nq):cp E U(x)}. 
Y(x) is a set in S2 
5.8. LEMMA. If y E Y(x) then V(y) = TC( U(x)). 
Proof. If cp E V(x) then x E s(q), so y E s(xcp), and TC(P E V(y). Hence 
V(Y) 2 n(W-x)1. 
Conversely, if cp $ U(x) then x $ s(q) and there is a neighborhood s($) of 
x such that s($) n.s(cp) =fl. Hence s(cp and +) =(a. By Theorem 5,4(c) 
and (d), there exists no PEE, that forces all clauses in cp and II/. Since rr 
is an isomorphism, there exists no np~ E, that forces all clauses in 
rc(q and $). By Axiom 53(d), the open set rc(cp and $) is empty, and so 
s(ncp) n s(n$) =fl. Now y E Y(X) and x E s(ll/), therefore y E s(n$), and so 
y$s(rr(p). Hence ncp+! V(y), and V(y)crr(U(.~)). 1 
5.9. COROLLARY. Y(x) has at most one element. 
Proof: Ify,,y,E Y(x) then V(v,)=n(U(x))= V(y2) and soy,=y,. 1 
5.10. LEMMA. Y(x) is nonempty. 
Proof S2 is a compact space and each s(ncp) is a closed set. Thus it 
suffices to show that for any finite set ‘p,, . . . . (Pi E: U(x), the intersection 
s(7v1) n . . . n s( rc(pk) is nonempty. 
Let ‘p,, . . . . (Pi E U(x). Let cp be the combination “q, and (p2 and ... and 
(Pi.” Since XE.S((P), s(q) is nonempty, and by Axiom 5.3(d) there is some 
p E E, such that s(p) ES(~); i.e., p forces cp in El. Hence xp forces ncp in 
E, and so s(xp) c s(rrcrp), and hence s(rc(p) is nonempty. u 
Finaly, we define, for all x E S,, 
px = the unique element of Y(x). 
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When we apply the arguments from 5.7-5.10 to the inverse mapping Z-I, 
we verify that p is one-to-one and onto. From the definition of p it follows 
that p satisfies (M). 1 
The next theorem proves the existence of a regular representation. 
5.11. THEOREM. Every Boolean-linear space is isomorphic to a regular 
function space. 
Proof: Let (E, <, jk ) be a Boolean-linear space. Let M = (E*, I/ 11) be 
the corresponding Boolean value model, using the complete Boolean 
algebra g = B(E). For each p E E, let [p] E %? be the equivalence class of 
p in the separative quotient << of (E, < ). For each formula cp we have 
l/d/ =c (Cp]:p II-ovt 
and in particular, 
[PI = IlP>Oll 
for all p E E. 
Let B be the subalgebra of .%3 generated by all IIf< gl) where ft g E E”. 
Note that every element of B has the form 
where cp, , . . . . (Pi are combinations. 
Let S be the set of all ultrafilters on B. We shall define, for all XE S, a 
linear ordering (E,, ,< .) (with a least element 0) and find a regular func- 
tion space B E n.,, s E-, isomorphic to (E, < ). The topology of S will be 
exactly the topology of the Stone space S. 
For each x E S, let E, be the quotient of E* be the equivalence relation 
.f=,g iff IIf= gl) EX 
and let 
f&s iff IIf< gll E x. 
5.12. LEMMA. The relation < .~ is a linear ordering of E,. 
Proof: For everyfEE*, /lf<fl/=lex. If jlf<gllExand ljg<hljex 
then IIf< hjj E x. If IIf< gll E x and llg <<f/l E x then IIf= glJ f x. Tff, g E E* 
are arbitrary then II f < gll u l/g d f 11 = 1, and so either IIf< gl/ E x or 
IlgGfll EX. I 
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For each x E S and each f~ E*, let 
denote the =I equivalence class of f  in E,, and let k= {f:f e E), 
8*=Bu {O}. 
,!?* is a subset of the direct product n ~ E s E,. For all j; g E 8* we define 
.kg iff f(x) GII g(x) for all x E S. 
First we note that 8* is isomorphic to E: If f  6 g then 11 f  < g/l = 1 and 
so f  < xg for all x E S; hence p< g. Conversely, if f  $ g then there is an 
ultralilter x E S such that IIg < f  II EX, and we have g(x) < ,p(x); hence 
.h 2. 
We shall show that k is a regular function space. To show that k is a 
function space, we need to prove that d /k-p< g if and only if Vx E s(F), 
A-4 <I &t(x). 
We have (because of the isomorphism) 
4 lkk s iff P kfdg 
iff [PI c Ilf d gll, 
and 
x E s(b) iff b(x) > .~ 0 
iff llp>Oll EX 
iff [~]Ex. 
Therefore, 
CPI SL IlfG<gll iff 3x~S([~]~~andllf~g//g-“) 
iff 3x~S (xes(fi)andf(x) 4 g(x)) 
and so ,!? is a function space. 
Proofof 53(a). If s(f)ns(g)#@ thenfIg: Let XES be in s(f)ns(g). 
We have p(x) >O and g(x) ~0 and so Ilf >Ol/ EX and l(g>Oll EX. Thus 
[f ] n [g] E x, hence [f] n [g] # 0 and so f  I g. Therefore PI g. 1 
Proof of 5.3(b) and (c). The sets sG (j g) and s, (x g), jr 2~ E*, form 
a subbase for a topology on S. We have 
s< ti; 2) = {x:.Ax, < KY,) = {x: Ilf d gll E-Y) 
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and 
s, t&f,= {-x: llf<sll =)3 
and so for every combination cp in E (because each s is a filter) 
s(G)= {x: lIpI ES). 
Since each htzB has the form b= Ilcpl/I u ... u llcpkll, where cp,,...,‘pk 
are combinations. and because each x is an ultrafilter, we have 
and so the sets {x:b~x}, by B- {O}, form a base for the topology. This 
shows that the topology is exactly the topology of the Stone space S, and 
therefore is compact and Hausdorff. 
Proof of 5.3(d). For every nonempty open GE S there is a lj E I? such 
that s(p) E G. 
It is enough to verify it for all G = s( $I), where cp is a combination. Since 
G #@, there is some x such that IIqII EXand so llqll #O. Now { [p]:p~E} 
is a dense subset of the Boolean algebra B and so there is a p E E such that 
[p]~ lIq~[l. It follows that s($)s~(@). 1 
6. RIESZ SPACES AND I-GROUPS 
A Riesz space (also called a vector lattice) is a real vector space L which 
is partially ordered such that 
(a) f<gimpliesf+hdg+hforeverylzEL 
f b 0 implies ~f2 0 for every real number ~13 0, 
(b) for every f, gg L, f v g exists 
(cf. [7, p. 483). A Riesz space is a lattice. 
LetL+={fEL:f>O}.Forp,qEL+,onedefines 
Plq iff p A q=O. 
For each f E L, let [7, p. 573 
f'=fvO, fp=-fv0, Ifl=f+ vf-. 
We have 
f',fp.IflEL+,f+-f- =.Lf+ If--. 
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A Riesz space L is Archimedean [7, p. 781, if for every f E L+, if {nf:n EN} 
is bounded then f = 0. 
6.1. THEOREM. If L is an Archimedean Riesz space then (L f, < ) is a 
Boolean-linear space (with zero element 0), and for every p > 0 and f, g E L + 
(a) ~lkf6giff~Uf-g)+, 
(b) P Ikf<g iffp << (g-f)+. 
Proof: First we show that (b) follows from (a). If p It f < g, then no 
q < p forces g< f: i.e., every q < p is compatible with (g-f) +, so 
p << (g-f)+. Conversely, if p << (g-f)+, then no q<p forces g<f, 
andpIkf<gbecause(g-f)+I(f-g)+.HencepIkf<g. 
Next we show that, granted (a) and (b), L+ is Boolean-linear. Assume 
that f,gEL+ are such that f $ g. Then (f - g)’ > 0, and when we let 
p=(f-g)+,wehavep/tg<fby(b). 
It remains to prove (a). The implication from right to left is easy: 
Assume that p does not force f < g, and let q << p be such that q < f but 




Hence r witnesses that p I (f - g) + . 
Now we shall use the Archimedean axiom to show that if p IF f < g then 
pI(f-g)+.WeassumethatpI(f-g)+andletq>Obesuchthatq~p 
and q < (f - g)‘. We shall find an r << q such that r < f and r 6 g. Let 
Since q < p < f we have a > 1, and since L is Archimedean, the set 
{lq:IER+} is not bounded by f and so CI< co. Let r=cr.q. 
We shall prove that r << q, r <f, and r $ g. It is easy to verify that 
r=uq << q. To show that r<L let a= (r-f)’ and show that a=O. By 
the definition of c(, we have for all n EN 
nag--q6nf 
n(cxJ -f) G 4 
na<q 
and since L is Archimedean, we have a = 0. 
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We finish the proof by showing that Y 4 g. Assume that Y d g; then 
(a+1)~q=r+q6r+(f-g)+=r+[(f-g)v01 
=(r+f-g)vr<(g+f-g)vr=fvr<fvf=A 
a contradiction. 1 
We shall now give an example of a non-Archimedean Riesz space L, for 
which (L+ , < ) is not Boolean-linear. 
6.2. EXAMPLE. Let L, = L, be the (linearly ordered) non-Archimedean 
space 
{cm+B:a,/?~R}, 
where co is some (positive) infinite element. Let L be the subspace of 
L, x L, consisting of all pairs 
such that ~1, =q. 
We will show that L+ is not Boolean-linear. Let 
f= (a, a), g=(Co+l,co+l). 
We will show that no p forces f < g, even thoughf < g. Let p E L, p > 0, be 
arbitrary; we find q < p such that q IF g d J Let p = (pl, pJ and assume 
that p1 > 0; by symmetry, p2 > 0 is similar. There is a q = (q,, q2) < p such 
that O<ql<co and q2=O; we claim that qlt-g<J: If r=(r],r?) -C-C q, 
then r2 = 0 and so r, < co, and it follows that r <f; hence q 11 g <f: 1 
6.3. PROPOSITION. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space. Let p > 0 and 
hgEL+. Then 
(a) for all heL+, p Ikf<g impliesp Ikf+h<g+h, 
(b) for aN c(ER+, p IF f < g implies p It uf< erg. 
Proof (a) follows from 6.1.(a). To prove (b), note that p I q if and 
only if p I crq. 1 
Proposition 6.3 shows that forcing in Archimedean Riesz spaces respects 
the operations f + g and of, and so the corresponding forcing model is a 
forcing model not just for the language ( =, d ), but for the extended 
language that contains the operations of addition and scalar multiplication. 
Moreover, we can extend the definition 
PlEfGtT i f f  ~1 (f-g)+ 
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to all A g E L, not just A g E L+ (but still only for p > 0). Then 
(LP ll-f=g3P Ikf~s,f+g,~f) 
becomes a forcing model for the language of partially ordered vector 
spaces. 
It is well known [7, pp. 622631 that every Riesz space is a distributive 
lattice. We use this fact to show that every Archimedean Riesz space 
satisfies the dual of Proposition 4.20: 
6.4. PROPOSITION. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space, let XE L and 
assume that c = V X. Then 
(a) for allp>O andall xEX, p lkc>x, and 
(b) for all p >O and all z EL, if‘for all XEX, p I~z~x, then 
p It- ,’ 3 c. 
Proof: (a) Obvious. 
(b) We assume that p I (Z-X)’ for all XE X, and show that 
p I (z-c)+. By distributivity, 
(z-c)+ = z-vx + =y-x,+, 
i > 
and so (again by distributivity), p I VreX (z-x)+. 1 
In particular, if c = a v b then for every p > 0 there exists a q, 0 < q d p, 
such that q IF c = a or q IF c = b (the dual of Proposition 4.21). 
A positive element e of a Riesz space L is called a unit if e A x > 0 for 
all x > 0 [7, p. 691. Let L be an Archimedean space with a unit. We choose 
a unit and denote it 1, and identify each CI . 1 with GI (II E R). Note that if 
c( < /J then for every p > 0, p IF CI< fi. 
6.5. PROPOSITION. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space with unit 1. 
(a) For all p > 0 and all a E L, ifp It a > 0 then there exists 0 < q d p 
andEER, E>O, such that q Ik.z<a. 
(b) If p IF a < b then there exists a 1 E R and some q d p such that 
q IF a < 2 and q IF 2 < b. 
Proof. (a) Let us assume that (a) is false and let us derive a statement 
that contradicts the Archimedean axiom: 
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3p>O (p /k-a>0 andV&>Onopositiveq<pforces&<a) 
3p>O (p << aandVE>Op IF-a~) 
+>O (r<aandVs>O,r I/-ace) 
3r>O Vc>O r Ikr<E 
3r>O VE>O r6c 
3r>O ‘#@EN n,r< i. 
(b) Follows from (a). a 
We shall now turn our attention to lattice-ordered groups or l-groups 
[I]. An I-group is an additive group G (not necessarily commutative) that 
is partially ordered such that 
(a) adh implies a+c<b+c and c+adc+h and 
(b) n v h exists for all a, h E G. 
Let G+ denote the set {a E G:a 2 0 f. We shall show that for a certain 
class of I-groups. the partial ordering (G’, d ) is Boolean-linear, thus 
answering in part the question raised in [ 1, Problem 11.5, p. 318: “Develop 
a common abstraction which includes Boolean algebras and I-groups as 
special case.“] 
As before, we let 
a+=avO. a-=-av0 
and for a, heG+ 
alb iff a A h=O. 
For u > 0, let 
and 
1 a = Ix> 0:s 1 a) 
11 u= {.x>O:.u << a;.; 
II a is called a carrier. 
6.6. THEOREM. Let G be an I-group. Then (G + , 6 ) is Boolean-linear 
(with zero element 0) if and on/y if no carrier in Gt is bounded. 
Proof: First we show that the condition is necessary. Assume that for 
some u > 0, the carrier II u is bounded, that there is a u > 0 such that 
x < u for all .Y << u. We shall show that 
Vp3qdp q I~u++vu. (6.7) 
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If G+ were Boolean-linear, then (6.7) would imply u + v d U, which in turn 
implies v = 0, a contradiction. 
Let p > 0 be arbitrary; we shall find a q d p that forces u + u B U. 
Case I. plv. Then let q be any q>O such that qdp and q<v. For 
everyr>O,ifr <-=z qthenr << vandsor<u.ItfollowsthatqU-u+v<u. 
Case II. p I v. We have to show that if q << p is such that q 6 u + u, 
then q < U. But q << p implies that q I v, and then the following conse- 
quence of Riesz interpolation property [ 1, p. 733 completes the proof: 
if q, u, v E G + and if q<u+v and q I v, then qbu. (6.8) 
In order to show that the condition is sufficient, we assume that no 
carrier in G+ is bounded, and show 
(4 P II-f<4 iff P 1 (f-g)’ 
iff pl (-g+f)+ 
(b) P Ikf<g iff p << (g-f)+ 
iff p c-c (-f+g)+ 
(cl iff +Z g then some p > 0 forces g < J: 
(6.9) 
The proof of (b) and (c) from (a) proceeds exactly as in Theorem 6.1. Also, 
the implication from right to left in (a) is proved exactly as in Theorem 6.1. 
It remains to show that if p Itf< g then p I (f - g) + and 
p I (-g +f)‘, assuming that no carrier is bounded. By symmetry, it is 
enough to prove that p I (f- g)+. 
Thus we assume that pi (f- g)+, and let q= p A (f- g)‘. We shall 
find an s << p such that s 6 f and s 4 g (hence p does not force f < g). 
Since II q is not bounded, there exists an r << q such that r < g. Let 
r,=r A g, r2=(r-rrl) A (f-g)+ 
and 
s=r2+rl. (6.11) 
We claim that s << p, s < f and s x g. 
First note that rz > 0 (and so s > 0) and s d r: Since r < g we have 
O<r-(r A g)=r-r,<r << qd(f-g)‘, 
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so (r-r,)I(f--g)+ and r=(r--,)A (f-g)‘>O. Also, 
s=r2+r,<(r-rI)+r,=r. 
Now s << p follows from s 6 r << q < p. 
If s 6 g then because s < r we would have r2 + r, = s < r A g = r, , and so 
rz = 0, a contradiction. Hence s < g. 
Finally, we show that s<,f: We shall use the (easily proved) decomposi- 
tion 
f= (f- g)+ +./-A g, s=cs-.f)‘+fr\ g. (6.12) 
We have, by (6.12) 
r1 =r * g=r A ((g-f)+ +f~ g) 
and so 
II G (g-f)+ +f A g. 
Since Y -CC (f-g)+ and r, <r, we have r1 I (g-f)+, and by (6.8) it 
follows that 
rl <f A g. 
Since rz d (f- g)‘, putting this and (6.13) together we get 
(6.13) 
s=r2+r,<(f’-g)++fA g=f, 
as claimed. 1 
We conclude this section by pointing out that in Boolean-linear I-groups, 
forcing respects the group operation of addition, and so the corresponding 
forcing model is a forcing model for the language of linearly ordered 
groups: 
6.14. PROPOSITION. Let G be an I-group in which no carrier is bounded. 
Then for all p>O and allf,g, hEG+, p Ikf <g implies p It-f-h<g+h 
andp Ikh+f 6 h+g. 
Proof Follows from 6.9(a). i 
7. CONVERGENCE IN BOOLEAN-LINEAR SPACES 
The definition of a convergent sequence (and more generally, a con- 
vergent net) in a Boolean-linear space is motivated by convergence in a 
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linearly ordered set. Let (L, d ) be a linear ordering. A sequence { .x~},, rm 
in L converges to x E L if 
(a) Va<I(3mV’n>ma<.u,, 
(b) tlb>x3mVn>mb>x,. 
When (E, < ) is Boolean-linear, the corresponding Boolean-valued model 
satisfies that E* is linearly ordered, and applying the above definition 
“inside the Boolean-valued model,” we arrive at the definition of 
convergence in (E, <): (A net{.\-,},,,, is a set indexed by elements of a 
directed set (9, <)). 
7.1. DEFINITION. Let (E, < ) be a Boolean-linear space and let {x,, }n E Y 
be a net in E*. The net {x,,}~ converges to XE E*, 
lim x, = x 
nE9 
if for all p E E and all a, b E E*, 
(a) ifp Ita<.u then 3q6p ImVnbm q /ka<x,, 
(b) ifp lk-b>x then 3qdp 3mVn3m q Itb>.u,. 
7.2. PROPOSITION. Every convergent net has a unique limit, and if x, < y, 
for all n E 9, then 
lim x, d lim JJn. 
,1 n 
Proqfi The first statement follows from the second. Let .u=lim x,~, 
J = lim y, and assume that x,, d y, for all n. Assuming that x $ y, there 
exists a p such that p It y < X. By (a), there is a q <p and m, such that 
Vn>,m,, 4 Ik.v<-G; then by (b) there is an r dq and m2 such that 
Vn > mz, r IF-)?, < X. Since X, <y,, for all n and since 9 is directed, there is 
an m such that 
r I~(Y<x,<Y,,<.~). 
Now applying (a) and (b) once more, we find an s Q r and n E 9 so that 
s l~(.v,,<-~,d.Ym<-~nL 
a contradiction. 1 
We devote the rest of this section to examples. We shall deal with 
convergence of sequences rather than of nets in general. 
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A. Linear Ordering 
1.3. THEOREM. Let (L, < ) he a linear ordering. Then s= lim x,, if and 
only if for all a and b, 
(a) zy a < .Y then 3m Qn b m a < x,, , 
(b) (f b>s then 3m Qn3m b>.\-,,. 1 
B. Direct Product of Linear Orders 
7.4. THEOREM. Let (E*, 6 ) he the direct product of‘ linear orders 
(E,, 6 v)IEn. For etlery sequence (,f;,j,, in E*, 
lim ,f;, = f  
n 
{ff.for all .Y E Q, lim f,(x) =f (x). 
,1 
Proof. We use the description of forcing in E given in Theorem 3.2. 
First assume that f is such that limf,,(.u) =f(x) for all X, and let p IF a <.f 
’ Pick some xEs(p) and let q=p r \.Y ). There is an ~1 such that a(x) <J;,(s) 
for all n > m, and so q it- a < f,, for all II > nz. Part (b) of the definition is 
similar. 
Conversely, assume that limf,, =f and let x E .Q. If a, <,f(.u), we let p E E 
be such that p(x) > 0 and y(Y) = 0 for all X’ # X, and a E E* be such that 
a(s) = a ~. There is an m such that some q <p forces a <.f;,(x) for all n >, m, 
i.e., J,(X) > a, for all n 2 m. 1 
C. The Space of Measurable Functions 
Let E* be the set of all nonnegative elements of M(Q, ,u), or of L&O, p), 
where p is a a-additive a-finite measure on Q. 
7.5. THEOREM. lim f,, =,f‘ if and onlv if’ lim f,,(x) =,f(s) almost 
ezlerybchere. 
ProoJ: We are using Theorem 3.3. Let limf,, =A and let us show that 
for almost all X, limf,(s) =f’(~). 
Let k 3 1 and let U be a set of positive measure. There is a p E E with 
s(p) = U, and since limf,, =J there exists a q <p and an m such that 
4 It- ( f-+1,+; 1 
for all n 2 m. Let V = s(q), and we have 
VU3V~U3mVn>mf(x)-~<f.,(.~)<~/(.x)+~a.e.on V. 
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By the o-additivity of measure we may replace “a.e. on V” by “everywhere 
on V.” 
Let Y#$ be a maximal collection of disjoint set V of positive measure, 
such that the above holds, and let Uk = u %i. Then Uk has full measure, 
and if we let U = n;= 1 Uk, U has full measure, and 
i.e., lim fn( x) =f(x) a.e. 
Conversely, assume that limf, #f and show that on a set of positive 
measure, limf,(x). Without loss of generality we assume that f = 0. Since 
{ fn},, does not converge to 0, there exist p and h so that p It- h > 0 and 
VmVq6p3n>m3r<q r II-f, >k. 
There exists an E >0 such that h(x) > E on a set of positive measure 
A G s(p). 
Let m > 1. If UG A is a set of positive measure, let q be such that 
s(q) = U; there is some n > m and r < q such that r 11 f, 2 E. Hence there is 
a set VC U of positive measure such that f,,(x) 2 E on V. 
Let “w;, be a maximal collection of l’s A such that the above holds, and 
let U,=u wm; let U=n,“=, U,. We have p(U)=p(A)>O, and 
V.XEUVmEln>m f,(x) 2 6 
and so fn does not converge to 0 a.e. 1 
D. The Space of Continuous Functions 
Let S be a regular Hansoff space and let E be a set of positive 
continuous functions that satisfies I, II, and III of Lemma 3.4. 
7.6. THEOREM. lim f, = f if and only if there exists a comeager set A c S 
such that lim f,(x) = f (x) for all x E A. 
Proof. Similar to Theorem 7.5, using Theorem 3.5. First assume that 
lim f, =f: For every k 2 1 we have 
1 1 
f(x) --<f,(x) <f(x) + - k k 
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and so there is an open dense set U, such that 
VxE U, 3mVn3m f(x)-~ifn(x)i/(x)+~. 
The set A = n,l= 1 U, is comeager and f,(x) converges to f(x) on A. 
Conversely, if limf,, # 0 then there is a nonempty open set G and an 
E > 0 such that for every m, 
VopenU~G3openV~U3n3m VXEV~,(X)>& 
and so there exists a U, open dense in G such that 
Vx E U,3n 3 m j”Jx) 3 E. 
The set A = nz=, U, is nonmeager and for all XE A, fiz(x) does not 
converge to 0. 1 
E. a-Complete Boolean Algebras 
7.7. THEOREM. Let B be a a-complete Boolean algebra and consider the 
Boolean-linear space (B, G ). Then 
lim x, = x 
II 
In particular, in a a-algebra of sets, 
lim X,z = X 
n 
n=O k=,, R = 0 k = ,f 
Proqf: Let 
Clearly, x G A’. We are using Theorem 3.6. 
First we assume that x=X and show that lim x,=x. Let p and a be 
such that p IF a < x, i.e., p E x - a. Since p s X, there exists a q cp and 
some n such that q & nT=, xk. Hence q s xk for all k 3 n, and so 
q Ika<x, for all k>n. 
Now let p and b be such that p IF x < b, i.e., p z b -.Y. Since p n x = @, 
there exists a q up and some n such that q n (J,‘= n xk = pl. Hence q n xk = j3 
for all k 3 n, and so q It xk <b for all k 3 n. 
Conversely, we assume that x # X and show that lim X, does not exist. 
Toward a contradiction, let us assume that lim x,, = 2. Let p0 = X - x. 
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Case I. z npO#fl Let p=znp,. Since pcz and pnx=p), we have 
p 11 .x < 2. So for some q zp and ~1, q It- x < .xk for all k 3 n, i.e., 
q E n,“=,, x~. It follows that q G s, a contradiction. 
Case II. 2 np,=@ Letp=p,. SincepcXandpzXandpnz=@, we 
have p Ikz < X. So for some q up and n, q IF xk < x for all k >/n, i.e., 
q n lJF= n xk = j3. It follows that q n X= fl, a contradiction. 1 
F. The Space of Finite a-Additive Measures 
Let .ilA be a a-algebra of sets and let E be the space of all a-additive finite 
measures on B. 
7.8. THEOREM. Let (p,>, he a sequence in E* and PE E*. Lei m E E be 
any m such that p << m and p,, << m for all n E N. Then lim p, = p if and 
only if (dp,/dm)(x) converges to (dp/dm)(x) m-a.e. 
Proof: Let E, = {q E E: q << m}. From the analysis in 3.F it follows 
that for all q E E, and all J g E Ez,, q Itf<g has the same meaning in E 
as in E,,,. It is not difficult to verify that lim, p,, =p in E* if and only if 
lim, pn =p in E,*,. However, Ez is isomorphic to 9: (99, m), and each 
qEE;r, corresponds to the Radon-Nikodym derivative dqldm. By 
Theorem 7.5, limp,* =p iff lim,(dp,/dm)(s) = (dp/dm)(x) m-a.e. 1 
G. Archimedian Riesz Spaces 
7.9. PROPOSITION. 61 an Archimedean Riesz space, 
(a) limfil=f ifflim I,f,-fl =O, 
(b) lim(f, + g,) = lim f,, + lim g,, , 
(c) lim(,f, v g,,) = lim f ,  v lim g,, 
(d) lim a,.f, = lim an . limf,. 
Proof: (a) Using Proposition 6.3. Assume that limf, =A and let 
p IF h > 0. There is an m and q bp such that q lk (f - h <fn <f + h) for all 
n 3 m, and so q IF If,, -f I < h for all n 3 m. The other direction is similar. 
(b) We show that if limf,=limg,=O then lim(f,+g,)=O. Let 
p 11 h > 0. There is an m and q 6p such that q Ikf,! <f, < h/2 and 
q IF g, < /z/2, for all n 2 m. 
(c) Let h,,=f,, vg,, f=limf,, g=limg,, and h=f vg. We show 
that lim I?,, = h. Let p lk a < h. By Proposition 6.4, there is a g <p such that 
either q It a <,f or q It a <g; say q IF a <J There is an m and r < q such 
that r It a <f, for all n 2 m, so r I/- a < h, for all n 3 m. 
Let p IF h < 6. Then p It,f< b and p /t-g < h, and there is an m and q < p 
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such that q It-j, < b and q Ikg,, < b for all n 3 m. By the corollary of 
Proposition 6.4, q IF /z,~ < b for all n 3 m. 
(d) First note that lim c&=cr .limj, (for a>O): if p Ika<af then 
p It a/a <,L and there is an nz and q <p such that Vn 3 m, q It-- a < CY~,,. We 
have 
%L* - gf= alh -.f) + (a,, - a)(.f;, -.f, + (a,, - a)$ 
The first term converges to 0, and it is easy to verify that the second term 
converges to 0 as well. Thus it suffices to prove that if lim a, = 0 then 
lim a,f= 0 (for a,, > 0). 
So let p I)- h > 0. Let q > 0 be such that q <p and q < h. By Archimedean 
axiom, the set (kg : k~Nf is not bounded by f and so there is (by 2.13) 
an r d q such that Y ]tf< kg for some k. Let m be such that a,, < l/k for 
all n > m. Then Y lk a,,f< h for all n 3 nz. 1 
7.10. PROPOSITION. If if,,},, is an increasing sequence and if 
f=VntN fn, then f=limf,,. If if,},, is decreasing and f=/j,,ntN f,,, then 
f = limj,. 
Proof Let If,},, be increasing and f = V,, ji. If p /k a <,f then by 
Proposition 6.4 there is some m and a q 6p such that q I/- a <f,. Since 
if,>, is increasing, q 11 a <f, for all n 3 m. If p I/--f < b, then p Ik,f, < b for 
all n. 
The proof of the second statement is similar. 1 
7.11. THEOREM. Let L be a Dedekind u-complete Archimedean Riesz 
space, and let (.f,},, N be a bounded sequence in L+. Then lim, j;2 exists if 
and onlv [f 
Proof The condition is sufficient: Let g,, = A,“= n fk and h, = V,“=, fk. 
Then g, <J, 6 h,, { g, In is increasing, (h, In is decreasing, and V, g, = 
A,, h,. The limit lim, f, exists by Proposition 7.10. 
We will show that the condition is necessary. Let f = lim, f,, and let 
h = A, h,. Clearly f < h, so assume, toward a contradiction, that f < h. 
First, because lim fH < h, there exists an no and a p such that p ikf < h 
and 
Vn 3 n, P II-f,<h (7.12) 
607.X1.2-4 
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Hence p Ikf< hno, and since h,, = Vnrno f,,, there exists (by Proposi- 
tion 6.4) some n, 3 n, and q <p such that 
Since f = limf,, there is an n, > n, and an r f q such that 
Vn>n, r IkL <fn,. (7.13) 
By (7.12) we have r IIf,, < h,Z,, and since h,, = Vnanlfn, there exists some 
n3 >n, and s<r such that 
s IF-S,, <fn,, 
But this contradicts (7.13). 
The proof off= V, g, is similar. 1 
H. Archimedean Riesz Spaces with a Unit 
Let 1 be a unit of the Archimedean Riesz space L, and let I= ,I. 1 for all 
AER. 
7.14. PROPOSITION. A sequence f,? converges to f if und only if 
VpVtlE>O3q<p3mVn>m 4 IF Ifn-fl <E 
(here E E R). 
Proof. Proposition 6.5. 1 
7.15. DEFINITION. A sequence f,, converges to f piecewise uniformly if 
Qp3q<pQ&>O3mVm>n 4 IF Ifn -fl <E. 
A partition of unity is a maximal set W of mutually incompatible positive 
elements. 
7.16. LEMMA. Let { fn>,, be a sequence. 
(a) f,, converges to f if and only if 
Qk3W, VpE W, 3mVnkm P It- If, -fl < ;* 
(b) f,, converges to f piecewise uniformly if and only if 
3WQkVpE W3mQn2m P Itlfn-fl+ 
(Here W ranges over partitions of unity, and k E N.) 
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Proof Left to the reader. Note that “Vp 3qdp” is equivalent to 
“3 w vp E W.” 1 
The following definition is a reformulation of the statement “the Boolean 
algebra .@( L + ) satisfies the weak ( KO, co )-distributive law” [ 51: 
7.17. DEFINITION. The Riesz space L is weakly distributive if for every 
sequence { W, ) F= 0 of partitions of unity and every p>O there exists a 
sequence (Fkjk of finite sets Fk = {p:. . . . . pfkj E W, and some 0 < q<p 
such that for all k = 0, 1, 3, . . . 
[We remark that M(Q, p) and the YP spaces are weakly distributive, while 
C[S] is not.] 
7.18. THEOREM (“Abstract Egoroff Theorem”). Zf L is a weakly distri- 
butive Archimedean Riesz space with unit, then every convergent sequence 
converges piecewise uniformly. 
[As a corollary, using Lemma 7.16b), we get that if a sequence of 
measurable functions converges a.e. then VE > 0 it converges uniformly 
outside a set of measure E.] 
Proof: We assume that lim fn=f; there are partitions W,, kEN, that 
satisfy 7.16(a). We shall show that 7.15 holds. Let p > 0. 
By weak distributivity, there exist finite set Fk = {p’;, . . . . pFk> s W, and 
some q <p such that 7.17 holds. Let k be arbitrary. 
For each i 6 rk let mi be such that 
Vn 2 ni,, P; it 1fn-f.k; 
and let m=max{m,,...,m,,,. \ We shall show that for all n 3 m 
thus verifying 7.15. Let n 3 m; it suffices to show 
Vudq3udu lJ IHfn-fl~;. (7.19) 
If u d q then, by 7.17, there is some i < rk such that u Ipi, i.e., there is some 
u < u such that o <pi. Since n 2 mi, we have D #- If, -f 1 Q l/k and (7.19) 
follows. 
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8. COMPLETE BOOLEAN-LINEAR SPACES 
A partially ordered set is Dedekind complete if V X exists for every 
nonempty bounded set X; it is laterally complete if V X exists for every 
nonempty antichain X, i.e., a set of mutually incompatible elements. 
To motivate the definition of a complete Boolean-linear space we first 
prove the following theorem: 
8.1. THEOREM. Let (E, < ) be a Dedekind complete Boolean-linear space. 
The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Distributive Law ViG, (a A xi) =a A ViGlxi. 
(b) Zf s=V X and ifp lka>,xfor all XEX, thenp Ij-a>s. 
ProoJ We shall use a special case of the distributive law 
(e) Ifa<VXthena=V{ar\x:xEX} 
and prove that (c) ++ (a) and (c) ++ (b). Note that by Dedekind complete- 
ness,a~bexistsforalla,bEE,sincea~b=V{xEE*:x~aandx~b}. 
It is clear that (a) implies (c). To show that (c) implies (a), note that 
Vi (a A xi) da A Vi xi is always true. For a A Vi xi = V, (a A xi), let 
b=a A Vixi, and apply (c): since b<V,xi, we have b=Vi (b A xi)< 
v; (a A Xi). 
(c) implies (b): Let s = V X and assume that p It--x 6 a for all x E X. 
Let us show that p IF S< a; let q << p be such that q < s and show that 
q d a. 
For each x E X, since q A x C-C p and q A x f x, and since p I/-x < a, 
we have q A x Qa. Hence V, (q A x) < a. But q <V X, so by (c), 
q=Vx (q A x), and so q6a. 
(b) implies (c): Let a < V X, let z=V {a A x:xEX} and let us show 
that a = z. Toward a contradiction, assume that z < a. There exists a p such 
that p It- z < a. 
Let s = V X, since a < s, we have p #-z < s. By (b) there is some XE X 
and a q bp such that q 11 z < x. Since also q I--z < a, we have, by 4.21(b), 
q IF z A x. This is a contradiction because a A .x d z. 1 
We say that (E, < ) is distributive if it statisfies the Distributive Law. 
8.2. DEFINITION. A Boolean-linear space (E, < ) is complete it is 
Dedekind complete, laterally complete, and distributive. 
Before we proceed, we look at some examples. 
A. Complete Linear Ordering 
The following is easily verified: 
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8.3. THEOREM. A linear ordering is a complete Boolean-linear space if 
and only tf it is Dedekind complete. 
B. Direct Product of Complete Linear Orders 
8.4. THEOREM. The direct product (E*, < ) of linear orders (E,, <,) is 
a complete Boolean-linear space {f and only if each (E,, < ..) is Dedekind 
complete. 
Proof: The direct product is always laterally complete. The supremum 
of a set in E* is the coordinate-wise supremum. Thus E* is Dedekind 
complete if and only if each E, is Dedekind complete. The distributive law 
holds in E* since it holds in each E,. 1 
C. Complete Boolean Algebras 
Since every Boolean algebra is a distributive lattice with 1, we have 
8.5. THEOREM. A Boolean algebra is a complete Boolean-linear space if 
and only if it is a complete Boolean algebra. 
D. The Complete Boolean-Linear Space of Measurable Functions 
Let p be a a-additive g-finite measure on Q and let M(Q, ,n) be the space 
of all equivalence classes of measurable real-valued functions on Q. 
8.6. THEOREM. M+(Q, u) is a complete Boolean-linear space. 
Proof Dedekind completeness is a consequence of the a-completeness 
(easy) and of the following well known fact: 
For every bounded set A c E there exists a countable set 
A,sA such that VA=VA,. (8.7) 
Lateral completeness holds because every antichain in E is at most 
countable. Distributivity is easily verified for countable suprema, which 
suffices by (8.7). 1 
E. The Complete Boolean-Linear Space of Bore1 Functions 
Module Meager Sets 
8.8. THEOREM. The space of all equivalence classes of all nonnegative 
Bore1 functions on R, module the equivalence “f(x) = g(x) on a comeager 
set,” is a complete Boolean-linear space. 
Proof: This example is the “category analog” of the space of measurable 
functions. Replacing “null” by “meager,” one proves that the space is 
Boolean-linear (p I/--f < g means { .y E s(p): f (.x) $ d(x)) is meager), and 
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that it is complete: (8.7) holds too, and every antichain is at most 
countable. 1 
F. Inextensible Riesz Spaces 
A Riesz space is called inextensible [3] if it is Dedekind complete and 
laterally complete. Since Dedekind completeness of a Riesz space implies 
the Archimedean axiom, and since every Riesz space is distributive, we 
have: 
8.9. THEOREM. The positive cone Lt of a Riesz space L is a complete 
Boolean-linear space if and on/y if L is inextensible. 
We remark that an inextensible Riesz space has a unit; this follows from 
lateral completeness. 
We now return to the theory of complete Boolean-linear spaces. 
8.10. THEOREM. If (E, < ) is a complete Boolean-linear space then the 
separative quotient of (E, <) is a complete Boolean algebra. 
Proof Let (P, << ) be the separative quotient of (E, 6 ). To show that 
P u (0) is a complete Boolean algebra, it suffices to prove that every 
antichain in P has a least upper bound. For that, it suffices to show that 
if A is an antichain in E and a = V A, then [a] is the least upper bound 
of {[x] :xEA} in (P, <<). 
Clearly, [a] is an upper bound; to show that it is a least upper bound, 
let ZE E be such that x << z for all XE A and show that a C-C z. So let 
0 < u < a be arbitrary, and show that u 1 z. Since u < V A, we have by 8.1(c) 
u=V {ur\x:x~A}. Hence for some XGA, ur\x>O, so UJX and 
therefore UIZ. 1 
8.11. THEOREM. Let E be a complete Boolean-linear space. Let W be a 
maximal antichain in E, and for every p E W let f, E E*. There exists a 
unique f E E* such that *for every p E W, 
8.12. Notation. If W is an antichain (not necessarily maximal) and 
{f, : p E W> G E*, we denote 
f= c f,rP 
p-5 w 
the unique f E E* such that p It---f =fp f or all p E W, and q IF f = 0 for all q 
incompatible with all p E W. 
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Before proving Theorem 8.11, we introduce the operation f / p and prove 
the following lemma: 
8.13. LEMMA. If f and p are compatible then there exists a unique 
element oj E, denoted-f 1 p, such that 
(a) frp -c-c P, and 
(b) P lt.f’r~=.f: 
If,f I p, ~‘e dejine j‘ r p = 0. 
Proof. We prove uniqueness first. Let g, and gz be such that g, << p, 
g2 << P, P kg, =fi and P lkg2=.J: Then g, kg, =g, and g2 II-g,=g,, 
and so g, <g, and g2 dg,, hence g, =g,. 
To prove the existence off r p, let 
A= (.u~E:s6,fand.u <<pl. 
The set A is nonempty (because f’ j p) and bounded (by f ). Let f 1 p = V A. 
Clearly f r p <,f and so it suffices to show that ,f r p << p and p 1t-f <f r p. 
To show p jk,f<f rp, let q << p be such that q <.h and show that 
qdf rp. But qsA and so qbVA. 
To prove that f rp << p, let 3 <f' rp be arbitrary and show that ;lp. If 
z 6 V A, then by distributivity, z I x for some x E A, and because s << p, we 
have zip. 1 
8.14. COROLLARY. 
(a) fb-a 
(b) p << q implies f r p Gf r q, 
(4 P << 4 ifilplies (f r 9) rP=f rp. 
Pro@ (a) By definition. 
tb) We have pit-.f rp=f b.f rp <<P, and,f bdf b. Hence 
fbdf r9. 
(c) Wehave(f rp) rp << pandp Ik(f rq) rp=fBytheuniqueness 
off rk (fr9) rP=f rp- 
8.15. THEOREM. Let E he a complete Bollean-linear space. For all p E E 
and allf, go E*, 
P kf‘G< ifs f r p<:g r P. 
Pro@ If f rp then p ikf rp sg rp, and because p 1k.f rp =f and 
P ltg r p=c we have p 1k.fG.c 
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Conversely, assume p Itf< g. Since p IF g = g r p, we have p Ikf< g r p. 
By 8.13(a), f rp << p; by 8.14(a),f rp <J Hence, by definition of forcing, 
ma rp. 1 
Proof of Theorem 8.11. Let W be a maximal antichain in E and let 
(f, : p E W> s E*. First we prove uniqueness: Let f and g be such that for 
all p E W, p lkf=f, and p IF g =f,. Hence p II--f= g for all p E W, and 
since W is maximal, we have 
vq+<q r Ik-f=g 
and so f = g. 
To find an f  that satisfies p Ikf=f, for all p E W, let 
f=v If, rp :pe ~1. (8.16) 
If p#q thenf, rp <<p and.f, rq << q and sof, rp I& rq. Thus the 
supremum (8.16) exists, by lateral completeness. It suffices to prove that for 
every PE W, P II--f<f, r P. 
By distributivity (specifically by 8.1(b), it suffices to verify that 
p It--f, r q <f, r p for all q E W. But this is true if q = p, and if q #p then 
f,r41pandsopI~f,rq=O. 1 
8.17. PROPOSITION. Let E be a complete Boolean-linear space. 
(a) a v b exists for all a, b E E, hence E is a lattice. 
(b) Zf c=a v b, then t/p 3q<p (q lkc=a or q ltc=b). 
(c) Ifc=avbthen,forallpandallz,ifpIta<zandpItb<zthen 
p I~ccz. 
(d) The dual distributive law holds in E: 
/j (a v ~;)=a v /j xi. 
iEI 1el 
Proof (a) Let a, bE E. Let W be a maximal antichain such that for all 
p E W, either p It-- a <b or p IF b <a. For each p E W, let cP be either a or 
b, whichever is forced greater. Let c = C, E w  c,, r p. We claim that c = a v b. 
The claim is verified as follows: On the one hand, wc have 
VqZ!r<q (r jka<candr Itb<c). 
On the other hand, if u 3 a and u 3 b, then 
Vq3r<q r Ikcdu. 
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(b) and (c) These are “duals” of 4.21, and both follow easily from 
distributivity, specifically from 8.1 (b). 
(d) The proof is dual of the proof of “&l(b) implies &l(c).” That 
proof uses 8.1(b) as well as Proposition 4.21 (b). The dual of 8.1(b) is true 
by 4.20, and the dual of 4.21(b) is 8.17(c). 
Thus the dual of 8.1 (c) holds. [ 
CONVERGENCE IN COMPLETE BOOLEAN-LINEAR SPACES 
First we characterize convergence of sequences in complete spaces. 
8.18. PROPOSITION. Let E be a complete Boolean-linear space. [f’ { f, ),, is 
an increasing sequence arzd (ff= V,, f,,, &en f = lim f,, . If [,f,, In is decreasing 
and f = A, ,f,, , then f = lim f,, 
Proqf: The proof is exactly as the proof of Proposition 7.10. Instead of 
Proposition 6.4 we use distributivity of E. 1 
8.19. PROPOSITION. Q” E is complete and if u sequence { fi, j ,, converges, 
then the set (f,* ),, is bounded. 
ProoJ We show that 
Vp 3q dp 3c Vn q IF fn d c. (8.20) 
Then it follows that there is a maximal antichain W and a set {c, : p E W) 
such that 
VpE WVn p Ibf,<c,. 
If we let c = CpE H. L’,, rp, we have for every n 
VPG7dP Yli--fi,GL' 
hence f,, d c, and so c is an upper bound for {f, I,, 
So let f = lim, f, and let p be arbitrary. If for all X, p IF s <A we let q = p 
and c =f; clearly, p IF f, d c for all n. 
Otherwise there is an r dp and some b such that r 1i-f < b. There 
exists a q < r and an m such that q IIf,, < b for all n > m. Then we let 
c=fo v ... v.f,-, v 6, and have q Ikf,,<c for alln. 8 
8.21. THEOREM. Let E be a complete Boolean-linear space and let 
LLlneN be a bounded sequence in E*. Then lim, f,, exists if and only if 
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ProoJ The proof is exactly as the proof of Theorem 7.11, using dis- 
tributivity of E instead of Proposition 6.4. 1 
We shall now define Cauchy sets and prove that in a complete Boolean- 
linear space every Cauchy net converges. 
8.22. DEFINITION. Let E be a Boolean-linear space and let {x, InGY be 
a net in E*. We say that {xnln is a Cauchy net, if 
(a) (.Y,)~ is evantua& bounded, i.e., 
Vp’pqdp3c3mE~Vn~mqItx,~c, 
and if 
(b) for all p, a, and 6, if p It a < b then 
either 3q < p 3m Vn k m 9 It a < -x, 
or 3qGp3mVn3m q It -Yn<b. 
8.23. PROPOSITION. Ever-v convergent net is Cauchy. 
Proof: Let .Y = lim, ?c,, . 
(a) Let p be arbitrary. If for all 2, p It z < x, then we let c = x and are 
done. Otherwise there is an r <p and some c such that r It x < c. There 
exists a q 6 r and an m E 9 such that q it x, < c for all n 2 m. 
(b) If p it a < b then there exists an r <p such that either r it a < x 
or r It x < h, and the statement follows. 1 
8.24. THEOREM. Let E be a complete Boolean-lineor space. If ix, $ n E y is 
a Cauchy net in E*, then {x,,)” converges. 
We shall first show that every bounded Cauchy net converges: 
8.25. LEMMA. Zf E is complete and (x,,}~ is a bounded Cauchy set, then 
{x, } n converges. 
Proof. For each m E g, let a, = A, am x, and b,, = V, >,,, x,~. The net 
{a,,), is increasing, {b,), is decreasing, and a,,, <x, <b, for all m. Let 
a=V,a,, and b=lh\,b,,. 
We have a < b; if we show that a = b, then lim, -yrn exists (and equals a). 
Thus assume, toward a contradiction, that a < b. 
There exists a p such that p It a < b. Since {x~},, is Cauchy, there exists 
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an m E 2 and a q <p such that, e.g., V’rz 3 m, q IF a < x,, (the other case is 
similar). 
We claim that there exists an r < q and some d such that r 11 (a < d < b). 
If not, then for all n 3 m, q It b G-Y,,, and by distributivity, q it--b <a,, and 
therefore q 1k b < a, a contradiction. 
By repeating this argument, there exists an .r d r and some c such that 
s ik(a<c<d<b). 
Now apply the Cauchy property to c and d: There is some t ds and 
some k E B such that either t IF c < X, for all n > k, or t IF x,, < d for all 
n 2 k. Either case leads to a contradiction: for instance, the first case 
implies that t IF c < uk and so t it c <a, a contradiction. 1 
Proof of Theorem 8.24. Let {.Y~},,~ P be a Cauchy net. Since IX,, 1,) is 
eventually bounded there is a maximal antichain W such that for every 
p E W there exists some IH,,E B such that the set {.Y,, rp : n 3 m,,J is 
bounded. Clearly, each net I-Y,, r p : II 3 in,). is a Cauchy net, and so is 
convergent by Lemma 8.25; let x(p) = lim{.v,, r p : II 3 m,,]. 
Now let .Y =x I)E ,+,x(p) r p. It is now easy to verify that x = lim x,,. For 
example, if r It a < X, then r Ip for some p E W; let p be such and let s d p 
and s < r. Then s IF s = .u( y), and s IF x,, = x,, r p for all n. There is a q < s 
and some m 3 m, such that 4 11 Q < Y,, 1 p for all II 3 m; hence q It a < x,, 
for all 12 3 m. 1 
9. COMPLETION OF A BOOLEAN-LINEAR SPACE 
We define the notion of a dense subspace of a complete Boolean-linear 
space, and prove that every Boolean-linear space is embedded as a dense 
subspace into a unique complete Boolean-linear space, called the compfe- 
tion. The definition of a dense subspace is rather technical, due mainly to 
the generality of the concept of a Boolean-linear space, and to the require- 
ment that the completion be unique (part of the problem arises already for 
the completion of a linear ordering). The crucial properties of dense 
subspaces are formulated in Theorems 9.2-9.4. Following some examples, 
we devote the rest of the section to the proof of existence and uniqueness 
of a completion. 
9.1. DEFINITION. Let E be a Boolean-linear space and let D be a subset 
of E. D is a dense subspace of E, if 
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(a) For every a E E there is some d E D such that d < a. 
(b) If ~1 E E and b E D are such that a % b then there is some d E D 
such that 
d<a and d 6 b. 
(c) Forallp,a,bEE, if#a<bthen thereexistq<pandc,dED 
such that q Ik(a<c<d<b). 
(d) For all p and a E E there exist q <p and d E D such that 
q IF-add. 
9.2. THEOREM. If D is a dense subspace of a Boolean-linear space E, then 
(a) .for all p, q E D, 
plain CD, G) iff 
(b) for all p, qE D, 
p << qin(D, <) l%f 
(cl for all p,.L gcD, 
plkf<gin(D, <I iff 
(d) for allp,f, gED 
P It-f<gi?l CD, G) l&f 
(e) (D, < ) is Boolean-linear. 
P I cl in (6 < ), 
P << q in (-6 d ), 
P Ii-f<gin (6 <), 
P Ikf<gin (6 <), 
Proof (a) and (b) follow from 9.1(a). Once we prove (c), both (d) and 
(e) follow easily, using 9.1(a). One direction of (c) is immediate: if 
p Itf < g in E then p Itf < g in D. So assume that p, f, g E D and that p 
does not force f d g in E. There is a q -C-C p such that q <f and q $ g. By 
9.1(b) there exists an r E D such that r < q and r 6 g. Such an r witnesses 
that p does not force f <g in D. 1 
9.3. THEOREM. If‘ D is a dense subspace of a Boolean-linear space E and 
ifif,l,,, is a net in D, then 
(a) iffED, then limf,=f in (D, <) iff limf,=f in (E, G), 
(b) if (fn}n is conoergent in (D, Q) then {f,,}n is convergent in 
(E, G ), 
(c) {f,,}n is Cauchy in (D, < ) iff {f,}n is Cauchy in (E, G). 
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Proof (a) It is not difficult to verify that 7.1 holds in (D, 6 ) if and 
only if it holds in (E, 6 ); one uses 9.2(d) of course, as well as 9.1(c). 
(b) Follows from (a). 
(c) Verify that 8.22 holds in (D, < ) if and only if it holds in (E, ,< ); 
while 8.22(b) uses 9.1 (c), 8.22(a) (“eventually bounded”) uses 9.1(d). i 
9.4. THEOREM. Let E be a complete Boolean-linear space, and let D be a 
dense subspace. Then .for every a E E, 
a=V {d rp:d rpdaandd,pEDj. 
Prooj: Let u be the supremum and assume that u < a. By 9.1(c) there 
exist p and d in D such that p IF (U < d < a). Since p it dd a we have 
d [p < a, and so d r p d u by the definition of U. Hence p IF d 6 u; a 
contradiction. 1 
We say that a Boolean-linear space E is a completion of Boolean-linear 
space D if the partially ordered set (D, < ) is isomorphic to a dense 
subspace of E. 
9.5. THEOREM. Ever?, Boolean-linear space has a unique completion (up 
to isomorphism ). 
We prove the theorem below, following some examples. 
EXAMPLES. 
9.6. LEMMA. Let (E, < ) be a linear ordering and D E E. Then D is a 
dense subspace of E i f f  
(a) VaEE 3dED d<a, 
(b) Va,bEEifa<bthen3c,d~Dsuchthatadc<d6b, 
(c) VaEE 3dgD a<d. 
9.7. COROLLARY. The completion of a linear ordering (D, d ) is the 
Dedekind completion of (D, < ). 
9.8. COROLLARY. The completion of the direct product nIren E, of 
linear orders is the direct product flvtR E of Dedekind completions of the 
E ,‘s. 
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9.9. LEMMA. Let B be a Boolean algebra and D c B - (0). D is a dense 
subspace of the Boolean-linear space B if and only if D is a dense subset of 
the Boolean algebra B, i.e., if 
VafO3dED d<a. 
ProoJ We verify 9.1(b), (c), and (d), using Theorem 3.6. 
(b) If a $Z b, let de D be such that ds a - b. Then d s a and d $C 6. 
(c) If p s b - a, there are c, de D such that c z a and dep. Letting 
q=d, we have qna=qnc, qnd=qnb, and qcd-c. 
(d) Given p and a, let q E D be such that q up, and let d = q. Then 
qnaGqnd. 1 
9.10. COROLLARY. The completion of a Boolean algebra B is the 
(regular) completion of B. The completion of a separative partial order P is 
a(p). 
9.11. EXAMPLE. Let E= M+(SZ, p), where p is a a-additive o-finite 
measure on a. Let D be the set of all (equivalence classes of) functions of 
the form II ’ xa, where 1 E R, I > 0, and xa is the characteristic function of 
A, p(A) > 0. Then D is a dense subspace of E. 
ProoJ It is not difficult to verify 9.1, using Theorem 3.3. For instance, 
if f, g are such that f Q g then there exists a set A of positive measure and 
some A > 0 such that for all x E A, g(x) < /z <f(x). 1 
9.12. EXAMPLE. The completion of the Boolean-linear space D= 
C+ [R] is (isomorphic to) the space E of all equivalence classes of all 
nonnegative Bore1 functions on R, modulo the equivalence “f(x) = g(x) on 
a comeager set.” 
Proof: D is embedded in E by identifying each f E C+ [R] with its 
equivalence class. (This is an embedding since if f, g E D are such that 
f z$ g, then f (x) 4 g(x) on an open, thus nonmeager, set.) 
Let us verify 9.1 (a): If f E E, then f(x) > 0 on a nonmeager Bore1 set A. 
There is HEN and a nonmeager Bore1 set A, such that a(x) 2 l/k on Ak. 
There is a nonempty open set G such that G-A, is meager. There is a 
continuous function d such that s(d) G G and d < l/k. It follows that 
d(x) <f(x) on a comeager set. 
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The other conditions in 9.1 are verified using (8.8) 
P It-f’<s iff {x~s(p):,f(x) $ g(s)} is meager 
and the following fact: Iff, g E E and iff(s) < g(.u) on nonmeager Bore1 set 
A, then there exists a nonempty open set G such that G-A is meager, and 
a continuous function d such that s(d) E G and that ,f(x) < d(x) <g(.u) on 
a comeager set in G. 1 
9.13. THEOREM. The completion of the space E of all finite atomless 
Bore1 measures on R is (isomorphic to) the direct product of 2”O copies of 
M+(R, p), where ,u is the Lebesgue measure. 
[A Bore1 measure on R is a a-additive measure on the a-algebra SS of 
all Bore1 sets in R.] 
Proof: By Theorem 3.16, E is isomorphic to a subset ,!? of the direct 
product 17, Elr;,, where {HZ, : i E I} is a maximal antichain in E. The set E 
consists of all ,f’~ Z7,Ez, such that zit, fi(R) < co. It is easy to see that ,!? 
is a dense subspace of II,E$. 
Because there are only 2’O Bore1 measures on R, and because there exists 
a family of 2N” perfect sets whose pairwise intersections are countable, there 
is a maximal antichain in E of size 2’O. 
For each i, Ez, is isomorphic to .YT(R,g,nr,), and .S!:(R,g,m,) is a 
dense subspace of M+(R, g’, m,), which is a complete space. It follows that 
Z7,6p:(mi) is a dense subspace of the complete space fl,M+(m,), and so 
the completion of E is isomorphic to Z7,M+(m,). Finally, by Maharam’s 
theorem [S], for every atomless Bore1 measure m on R, M+(R, a, m) is 
isomorphic to M+(R, g’, p), where p is the Lebesgue measure. 1 
We remark that if E is the space of all measures (not just the atomless 
ones) then the completion is the product of 17zKoM+(,u) and Z772NoR +. 
9.14. THEOREM. Let L, be a Riesz subspace of an Archimedean Riesz 
space L,. Let D=L:, E = L:. Then D is a dense subspace of E if and 
only if 
Va>O3deL, O<d<a 
if and on1.v if L, is order-dense in L2 ; i.e., for all a E L,, 
(9.15) 
a=V jdEL, :d<a). (9.16) 
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COROLLARY [7, Theorem 50.8; 3, Theorem 1.91. Every Archimedean 
Riesz space can be embedded as an order-dense Riesz subspace in a unique 
inextensible Riesz space. 
Proof: First we show that (9.15) implies that L, is order dense in L,. 
Let aE L, and assume that a > V {dE L, : d< a} = b. By (9.15) there is a 
d,EL, such that O<d,<a-b. So for all deL,, if d<a then d6b 
and d+d,bb+d,da. Hence b+d,=V {d+d,:dELI and dba}6 
V {deL, :d<aj=b, a contradiction. 
Now we shall assume that D satisfies (9.15) (the same as 9.1(a) and 
verify that 9.1(b) (c), and (d) hold as well. To prove 9.1(b), let a, bE E 
be such that a < 6. Let d E D satisfy d d (a - b) + . As in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1, there is a largest real number 01 such that crd < a (because L, 
is Archimedean). It follows that ad Q b because otherwise (a + l)d= 
ad + d < b + (a - b) = a, a contradiction. 
To prove 9.1 (c), let p. a, b E E be such that p It a < b, i.e., p -C-C (b-a)+. 
Let e E D be such that e <p A (b-a)+. Using the Archimedean axiom, 
there exists a largest real number tl such that cLe < b. 
Using a similar argument as above, we have cte $ a. Using the 
Archimedan axiom again, we get an E > 0 such that (a - s)e $ a. So let 
~=(a-e)e and d=ae, and let q<p be such that q[t-sac. Then 
q I/-(a<c<d<b). 
The proof of 9.1 (d) is similar. 1 
In all the examples so far, the completion preserved suprema; i.e., if 
a = V X in (D, < ) then a = V X in the completion of D. The following 
example shows that this is not true in general. Also, (9.16) is not 
necessarily true; i.e., V {d E D : d f a} is not necessarily equal to a. 
9.17. EXAMPLE. Let D be the partially ordered set 
a b c 
from Example 4.22. Let E* be the direct product of three copies of 
the linearly ordered set (0, 1, 2}, i.e., the set of all functions 
f:{a,b,c}+{O,1,2} d d or ere coordinate-wise. E* is a complete Boolean- 
linear space. Let E = E* - (0). 
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E is a completion of D: Identity u E D with the functionf, E E defined by 
f,(a) = 1, f,(b) =f(>(c) = 0, and similarly for b and c; identify s with the 
constant function ,f= 2. Note that 
a It-(a= 1, b=c=O,s=2) 
and similarly for b and c. We leave it as an exercise to verify thit D is a 
dense subspace of E. 
Note that V {a, b, c}= 1 in E, while in D, V [a, b, c) =2. Also if 
h = 2 r a is the function h(u) = 2, h(h) = h(0) = 0, we have 
V (dED:d<h)=u<h. 
In the rest of this section we give a proof of Theorem 9.5. First we prove 
the uniqueness of a completion. 
9.18. THEOREM. Let E, and E, be complete Boolean-linear spaces, and 
let D be such that D is a dense subspuce qf both E, and Ez. Then the identity 
mapping on D extends to u unique isomorphism between the partially ordered 
sets (E,, G) and (E2, G). 
Proof: If E, and E2 are complete, if both contain D as a dense sub- 
space, if there is an isomorphism between E, and E2 extending the identity 
mapping on D, and if the isomorphism matches e, E E, with ez E El, then 
for all p and dE D, 
P Itd<e, iff P Itdde, 
and so 
(9.19) 
Since by Theorem 9.4, e, and ez are the suprema (in E, and E,, respec- 
tively) of the set (9.19), it follows that the isomorphism is unique. 
9.20. LEMMA. Let D be a dense subspuce of a complete Boolean-linear 
space E. For every x E E there e.uists an antichain WG D and a set 
(d,, : p E W} G D such that 
607 XI z-5 
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Proof: By 9.1(d) and (a), we have 
Vplq<pYd,ED SuchthatqEDandq Ik-<dd,. 
Thus there exists a maximal antichain WS D such that for all p E W, 
p Ikx<d,. Now the statement follows. 1 
9.21. LEMMA. Let D be a dense subspuce of a complete Boolean-linear 
space E. Let A, BGDxD and assume that the set {d rp:(d,p)~B) is 
bounded. Then the statement @(A, B) 
is equivalent to a first-order statement in (0, G, A, B). 
Proof. Let s = V {d r p : (d, p) E B}. @ is equivalent to 
Ydo, PO) E A do rpo<s 
and d,, rpO d s is equivalent to p,, It d, d S. The statement “pO does not 
force do 6 s” is equivalent to 
3qED3eED (q<p,,andq lk(s<e<d,) 
(by 9.1 (c)). Now q IF e < d, is a first-order statement in (D, d ) (by 9.2(d)), 
and by the distributivity of E, q I/- s d e is equivalent to 
Finally, q IF d 1 p d e is equivalent to 
VrED (ifr<pandrdqthenr It-d<e) 
which is a first-order statement in (D, < ). 1 
Now let E, and E, be two complete Boolean-linear spaces and let D be 
a dense subspace of both E, and E,. We shall define an isomorphism of E, 
and E, that is the identity on D. 
For every XC D x D, let 
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provided the suprema exist. For every x E E, and every ,v E E, let 
and define 7~: E, -+ Ez and p: E, -+ E, by 
Nx) = U2(Pl(-~)), P(Y) = ~l(PZ(Y)). 
The following four claims prove that n is an isomorphism. 
9.22. CLAIM 1. II and p are defined for all x E El and all JJ E E,. 
Proof: In order to show that x s defined, it suffices to show that for 
each XEE~, the supremum a,(Pl(x)) exists in E,. So let XE E,. By 
Lemma 9.20, x ,< C, E wJ d, rp for some antichain WcD. Let Z= ((d,, p) : 
p E W}. Thus in E, we have 
in other words @(P,(x), Z). By the lateral completeness of E,, the 
supremum aZ(Z) exists in E,, and so we have in Ez 
and so az(Pl(x)) exists in E,, and X(.X) is defined. Similarly for p. 1 
9.23. CLAIM 2. TT and p are the identity on D. 
ProojI It suffices to show that for all aE D, PI(a) = P,(a). But 
P,(a)=P,(a)={(d,p)EDxD:dIl-p6ain D} (by9.2(c)). 1 
9.24. CLAIM 3. If x <x’ then X(X) < X(X’); if-v d y’ then p( JJ) 6 p($). 
Proof: If x,x’~E, and X<X’ then Pl(x)~Pl(x’) and so rc(x)= 
a,(Pl(x)) 6 r~~(P,(x’)) = ~T(.x’). Similarly for p. 1 
9.25. CLAIM 4. For all x E E,, p(n(x)) = x; for all )’ E E?, n@(x)) =JJ. 
ProoJ Let .X E E, ; we shah show that P,(x(x)) = P,(x). If (d, p) E P,(x) 
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then d rp < aJPi(x)) = z(x) in E,, and so (d,p)eP?(n(x)). Thus 
P,b) E PANX)). 
Conversely, let (do, pO) E PJn(x)). Then do rpO < oz(P,(x)) in E,, and 
so we have @({do, pO}, PI(x)) holding in (D, B). But the supremum 
o,(P~(s))=x exists in E, and so we have do rpo60,(P,(x))=x in E,, 
and so (do, pO) E P,(x). Thus P2(7c(x)) c P,(X). 
Similarly for p. 1 
Having proved the uniqueness of the completion, we shall now prove the 
existence. 
Let (D, 6) be a Boolean-linear partial ordering. We shall construct a 
complete Boolean-linear space E and embed D into E as a dense subspace. 
We use the method of Boolean-valued models. 
Let B = g(D, < ) be the complete Boolean algebra that is the completion 
of the separative quotient of D; for each p E D let [p] denote the 
equivalence class of p in the separative quotient. By Theorems 4.17 and 
4.12, forcing in D gives rise to a Boolean-valued model for the language 
( =, Q ), with B its Boolean algebra, with universe D* = D u {0}, and with 
Boolean values 
(9.26) 
In particular, [p] = II p > 011 and 
P /ka<b iff [p]s Ila<blj. 
Let us consider the Boolean-valued model I@ of set theory. Inside VB, 
consider the set D* endowed with the (B-valued) binary relation defined by 
(9.26). VB satisfies (by Theorem 4.17) that this relation is a linear ordering 
of D* with the least element 0. 
Now consider, inside VE, the Dedekind completion of D*. There are 
B-valued names 6 and < such that VB satisfies 
(a) < is a Dedekind complete linear ordering of c 
(b) D* G c and the ordering of D* agrees with < 
(c) 0 is the least element of C (9.27) 
(d) Vu, bE 6 (if a i: b then 3c, de D* such that 
a<cCd<b) 
(e) tlaEC IdED* a < d 
(see Lemma 9.6). 
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Back in the real world, we now define a partial ordering (E*, < ) as 
follows: 
Let E* be the set of all .Y E VB such that I/x E elI = 1, and for all x, Y E E, 
let 
x 61~ iff 11.x < v/l = 1. (9.28) 
We will show that E= E* - {O} is a completion of (D, d ). 
Since VB is a full Boolean-valued model of set theory, (E*, I/X < ~~11) is 
a full Boolean-valued model of the theory of linear order with a least 
element. By Theorem 4.18, (E*, 6 ) is a Boolean-linear partial ordering 
with 0. In particular, by 4.19 we have 
for all p E E and all s, ~7 E E*. 
We shall prove that (E, 6 ) s a complete Boolean-linear space, define an 
embedding of D into E, and prove that D is a dense subspace of E. 
9.29. LEMMA. Let A be a nonemptJ1 subset of E and let k be the canoni- 
cal name for the corresponding subset of C? in VB; let a E E. Then 
IIa=vk in < I/ = 1 iff a=V A in (E, <). 
Proof First assume jla = V k 11 = 1. Since J/X z$ all = 1 for all x E A, a is 
an upper bound of A in 6. If b is any upper bound of A, then 
soIlbisanupperboundofkI/=landhencelia=Vk6bll=l.Thusa~b 
and so a is the least upper bound of A. 
Conversely, assume that a = V A. By the same argument as above, J/a is 
an upper bound of k II = 1, and because 
)1(6, < ) is Dedekind complete)/ = 1 
there exists some c E VB such that IIc = V k/l = 1. Then CE E and by the 
first part of this proof, c = V A. Hence c = a and so J/a = V k II = 1. 1 
9.30. PROPOSITION. The Boolean-linear space (E, < ) is complete. 
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Proc$ First we show that E is Dedekind-complete. Let A be a bounded 
subset of E; let b be an upper bound of A. Let k be the canonical name 
for the corresponding subset of c in VB. We have lib is an upper bound of 
kll = 1, and so by (9.27a) there exists some a E E such that Ila = V kli = 1. 
By Lemma 9.29, a = V A. 
Next we show that E is laterally complete. Let A be an antichain in E; 
it suffices to show that A is bounded. For each x E A let U, = IIx 5 011. By 
4.19(a), the set { u,:.x E A} is an antichain in B, and since VB is full, there 
exists an a~ E such that U, E /a = XII for all XE A. It follows that 
(IX G a(1 = 1 for all x E A, and so a is an upper bound of A. 
Finally, we show that E is distributive; we shall verify 8.1(b). Let XG E, 
let s=V X and let PEE, and let UE E. Assuming that p Ikx<u for 
all x E X, we will show that p IFS d u. Thus we assume that 
IIp 5 011 c [Ix < a(/ for all XEX, and show that I(p 5 011 5 11s 4 ali. 
Let 8 be the canonical name for the corresponding subset of c; by 
Lemma 9.29, IIs = V k in (C?, < I/ = 1. Since 
II(VXEJ?X < a) implies s < all = 1, 
we have 
and because IIp 5 011 G 11.x < all for all XGX, we get lip 5 011 G 
IIS G 4. I 
We now define an embedding of D into E. Each a ED has a canonical 
name in I@ (which we identify with a itself) so because l]D G cl1 = 1 (by 
9.27(b), we have Jlu E c\I = 1, and so (because a ~0) UE E. If a, b E D, we 
have 
u<b (in D) iff Vpp + a<b(inD) 
iff I/u< 611 = 1 (by 9.26) 
iff I(u < bll=l (by 9.27(b)) 
iff u6b (in E) (by 9.28). 1 
To finish the proof of Theorem 9.5 we now prove 
9.31. PROPOSITION. D is a dense subspuce of (E, < ). 
Proof: We verify (a) through (d) of Definition 9.1. 
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Let a E E and b E D* be such that a 6 b. We shall find a q E D such that 
q <a and q 4 b. This will prove both 9.1(a) and (b) (for (a), take b=O). 
By 9.27(d), VB satisfies 
ifb ;C athenZldED*suchthatO -3 d< a 
and so 
Since 116 ;C al/ #O, there exists a dE D* such that /lb -? d < all #O. Since 
b < d implies 0 C d, we have dE D. 
As the separative quotient of (D, 6 ) is dense in B, there is a p E D such 
that [p] E 116 -? d < a11 #O, i.e., [p] G ljb 2 dl/ and [p] c IId < all. By 
9.27(b) and 4.19(d) we have p IF b <d (in D). Therefore p does not force 
d 9 6, and there exists a q E D such that q << p, q < d, and q g b. Since 
[p] G Jld < all and 114 5 O/I = [q] G [p] (by 4.19(b)), we have 114 5 011 s 
I/d < all and since q 6 d implies l/q < dll = 1, VB satisfies 
q < dandifq 5 Othend < a 
which logically implies q < a. Hence /lq 6 alI = 1, i.e., q d a in E. Thus we 
have found a q E D such that q da and q 4 b. 
Now we verify 
9,1(c) ifp(~aabthen3q<p!lc,dEDsuchthatqI~(a<c<dbb). 
Let p, a, be E be such that p It a< b (the forcing is in (E, 6 )). By 
4.19(d), IIp 5 011 c Ila < b/l, and by 9.27(d), 
Ilp 5 011 E lla 2 bll G 113~ dc D*(a < c ;C d < b)jl. 
Thus there exists a q <p and c, dE D* such that 
114 5 O)/ E Ila < c -? d < bJI. 
Thus q IF (a d c < d d b), and only a fine point remains, namely to get c, d 
in D rather than in D*. 
But q 11 d > 0 and so d # 0. If q does not force a = 0 then similarly c # 0. 
So assume that q IF a = 0. Then let c E D be any c < a, and we have 
q (t--c=O, and so q )ka<ccd<b. 
Finally we verify 
9.1(d) if acE then Vp 3q<p 3deD such that q jka<d. 
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Let p, UE E. By 9.27(e) we have 
and so there is a q 6p and some do D* such that q \k a d d (If d= 0, then 
q IF a = 0 and any other d # 0 will satisfy q It- a < d.) 1 
10. THE THEORY OF SPECTRA 
In this last section we introduce the concept of a spectrum and prove an 
abstract version of the spectral theorem and the function calculus for self- 
adjoint operators in a Hilbert space. 
10.1. DEFINITION. Let E be a complete Boolean-linear space. A set 
A c E* is a spectrum of E if 
(a) /i is linearly ordered, is Dedekind complete, and 0 E ,4, 
(b) if,?,,1?Enand1,<&, thenforallpEE,pl~3,,<i”2, 
(c) the set {I. rp : 1 EA and p E E) is a dense subspace of D* . 
While a spectrum does not necessarily exist in general, most examples 
that we considered do have a spectrum: 
10.2. EXAMPLE: The direct power nrtR L of a linear order L (with 0). 
The set n of all constant functions is a spectrum. (Thus we may identify /1 
with L). 
10.3. EXAMPLE: A complete Boolean algebra. The set n = (0, 11 is a 
spectrum. 
10.4. EXAMPLE: The space of measurable functions (Example 3C, 
Theorem 8.6). The set /1 of all constant functions is a spectrum (see 
Example 9.11). Thus we may identify n with R + and say that R + is a 
spectrum of M+(Q, p). 
10.5. EXAMPLE: The space of Bore1 functions modulo meager sets 
(Example 8E). Again, R+ (identified with the constant functions), is a 
spectrum. 
More generally, R + is the spectrum of every inextensible Riesz space: 
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10.6. THEOREM. Let L he cm inextensible Riesz space. The set R+ 
(precisely, the set {I. 1 : 2 E R + 1 where 1 is a chosen unit oj” L) is a 
spectrum of L+. 
Proof. This is not difficult to verify. The necessary facts are supplied by 
Proposition 6.5. [ 
Let E be a complete Boolean-linear space and let A be a spectrum of E. 
Let B = 93(E) be the separative quotient of E {e is a complete Boolean 
algebra by Theorem 8. IO). 
10.7. PROPOSITION. The space (E, 6 ) is unique!,, determined by A and B. 
Proof E* is the (unique) completion of the space {i. rp : 1. E A and 
PEE). But for all j,,, jLz, p,, p?, 
10.8. COROLLARY. Every inextensible Riesz space L is unique determined 
by the complete Boolean algebra a( L + ). 
We remark that if 1 is a unit of L, we can identify S?I(L+ ) with the set 
{e, :pgL+) where ep= 1 rp (and we have e,de, iff [p] G [q]). 
Since ;I r p = I. r q when [p] = [q], we are justified to introduce the 
notation 
%b = 2 r p where b = Cp] (AEA, bE B) (10.9) 
(and of course j-0, = 0). 
10.10. DEFINITION. Let E be a complete Boolean-linear space with 
spectrum A, and B = g(E). Let a E E *. The spectral decomposition of a is 
the family (bj.: 2 E A ). where for each 2 E A, b, = lla d 1.11. Here of course 
~ladill =I ([p] :p Ita6i.l. 
Throughout the chapter we freely use the Boolean valued model associated 
with (E, 6, IF) (by Theorem 4.17). 
10.11. LEMMA. Let {bj.)j.E,, be the spectral decomposition of a. Then 
(a) If 1, < A2 then b,, G b;.,. 
(b) IL.., hi = 1. 
(c) rf3.,=/j {SEA : i,>&), then bj.,,=n;,,,bj. 
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Proof: (a) If ii <A,, then 
Ila < %i implies a < L,II = 1 
and the statement follows. 
(b) Since (1 j’p:L~n,p~Ej is a dense subspace, we have (by 
9.1(d)) 
and hence Cj. E ,, Ila<ill = 11UaQAII = 1. 
(c) Assume that &=A {J,E/~ : 2 >A,,}. By (a), bL,c J&, bA, so 
assume that b,, # I&, A0 bA and let p E E be such that [p] G I-J,,,, b, 
but [p] n bj.,=O. Thus p It--u<1 for all ,?>I, and p Iku >A,-,. This 
contradicts Proposition 4.20(b). 1 
10.12. LEMMA. Let (b>.(a,)}, and {bA(u,)}, be spectral decomposition of 
a, and a2. Then 
aIda iff for all i E A, b).(u,) I> big. (10.13) 
Proof If a, Q a2 then for all A, 
(la, < L implies a, d 111 = 1 
and so b,(a,)c b,(u,). If a, < a, then because (1 rp : ,~EA and PEE) is 
a dense subspace, there exists a AE~ and some p such that 
p It(u261<al) and so Ib,<~II g Ib,G~II. I 
The following theorem is a generalization of Freudenthal’s spectral 
theorem [ 7, Theorem 40.21: 
10.14. DEFINITION. A spectral family is any { bj. : L E n } c_ B that 
satisfies 10.11(a), (b), (c). 
10.15. THEOREM (Spectral Theorem). Let A be a spectrum of a complete 
Boolean-linear space E, and let B = 98(E). For any spectral family 
{b, : A E A} there exists a unique UE E* such that {b,.} j. is spectral decom- 
position of a. 
We denote this unique a by 
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Proof Let $3 be the directed set (by inclusion) of all finite subsets of A 
For each FE 9, let j”, < . . . < & be an increasing enumeration of F, let 
& = 0, and define 
(aF is well defined, by 8.12, because {hi - hiPI : i = 1, . . . . kl is an antichain). 
Consider the net (a, : FE 9 >. 
10.16. LEMMA. {uF}FFEY is a Cauchy net. 
Proof: (a) Vp 3q <p 3c 3F, VFr> F0 q it- aF6 c. 
Let p be arbitrary. Since Cj.t,, b,= 1, there is a LEA and some qdp 
such that [q] E b,. Let c = 1 and F,, = (A). Now if F2 F,, we have AE F, 
say A=&. Ifj> i then q i (b,-b,-,) and ifj< i then AidI; it follows that 
q lta,<J”. 
(b) For all p, a and 6, if p IE a < b then 
either 3q 6p 3F, VF? F, q IF a < uF 
or 3q6p3F,VFzF0 q iku,<b. 
Let p #--a b. By the density of A, there is an r bp and c(, BE A such 
that 
Case I. r I b,. 
We shall find q < r and an F0 such that t/F? F,, q 11 CI < uF (and so 
q IF a < aF). Let q Q r and 3. > c1 be such that [q] c b,, and let F, = {a, A}. 
Since r I b, we have [q] c b, - b,. Now if F? F,, we claim that 
q It c1< aF. It suffices to show that V’s d q, 3t 6 s, t IF CI < aF. Ifs d q, there 
is Aje F such that o! < Aj < 1 and [Is] n (ba -b,_ ,) # 0. Let t d s be such 
that [t] E b,,- b,+. Then t IF aF= j*j and so t IF x < uF. 
Case II. [r] n b,#O. 
We shall find a q < r and an F, such that VFr> F,, q it-- a,< CI (and so 
q It- uF < b). Let q 6 r be such that [q] E b,, and let F, = { ct >. The same 
argument as in (a) shows that q It-us,< LY for all FsF’,. 1 
Thus iaF)FE P is convergent and we let a = J 1 db, = lim, C Ai( b,, - b,<_ ,). 
We shall show that the family (b, > ;, t ,, is the spectral decomposition of a. 
The following lemma does it: 
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LEMMA 10.17. For all R E A and all p E E, 
Proof: First assume that [p] G bA. Then for every F such that 1 E F, 
p IFa,<,? (by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 10.16(a)). 
Since a = lim, aF, it follows that p IF a 6 1. 
Conversely, assume that [p] $ b,. 
Case I. There is an cc > A such that [p] e b,. 
Let qQp be such that q I b,, let p> CI be such that [q] G b,, and let 
F,,= {c(, /?}. For every F? FO, q IkaF> a. Since a=lim,a,, q does not 
force a < IX. Since A < a and q dp, it follows that p does not force a < 2. 
Case II. For all cr>II, [p] G b,. It follows by 10.11(c) that 1” has an 
immediate successor CI in A; and there is a q <p such that [q] s 6, - b,. 
Now if F is such that c1 E F then q IF aF= Q. But that implies that q It- a = CI, 
and so p does not force ad 2. 1 
Spectral families can also be used to describe the most general form of 
complete Boolean-linear spaces with a spectrum. Let B be an arbitrary 
complete Boolean algebra, and let A be an arbitrary Dedekind complete 
linear ordering with a least element 0 (and to avoid the trivial case, assume 
that A - (0) is nonempty). Let AB be the set of all spectral families 
{b, : i E A ), and let 6 be the partial ordering of AB by 
10.19. THEOREM. Let B be a complete Boolean algebra and let A be 
a nontrivial Dedekind-complete linear ordering with a least element 0. 
Then (AB , 6 ) is a complete Boolean-linear space, B = 69(AB), and A is 
(isomorphic to) a spectrum of AB. 
Proof Inside VB, A is a linear ordering (not necessarily Dedekind com- 
plete even though it is Dedekind complete in the real world). Let c be, 
inside VB, the Dedekind completion of A. 
Let (E*, <) be the pull-back of c (as in 4.18 or (9.28)). By 
Theorem 4.18 and Proposition 9.30, (E, d ) is a complete Boolean-linear 
space and A c E*. Since inside VB, A is dense in 6, it follows (as in 
Proposition 9.31) that {A r p : 1 E A and p E E) is a dense subspace of E. 
Thus A is a spectrum of (E, d ), and (by 4.19) B = .?#(E, < ). 
The theorem will follow once we show that (E*, < ) is isomorphic to 
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(ii’, 6 ). But every a E E* has a spectral decomposition a = j A db,, and 
conversely, every spectral family (bj,) j, E AB is the spectral decomposition 
of some UE E*. The correspondence is an isomorphism by (10.13) and 
(10.18). 1 
The representation of a complete Boolean-linear space (E, d ) by A” is 
not unique. The algebra B is unique, since B = 8(E), but the spectrum A 
need not be unique: 
10.20. THEOREM. There esists a complete Boolean algebra B and non- 
isomorphic Dedekind complete linear orders A, and A, such that A: is 
isomorphic to A:. 
Proof Let A, and A2 be any two nonisomorphic Dedekind complete, 
dense linear orderings with 0 and without a greatest element. Let B be a 
complete Boolean algebra with the property that in VB, both A, and A2 are 
countable (a “collapsing algebra”). Then in VB, both A, and A, are 
isomorphic linear orderings and so have the same Dedekind completion C. 
Then both A: and A: are isomorphic to the pull-back of C. 1 
The Spectral Theorem yields yet another representation of complete 
Boolean-linear spaces with a spectrum. Let A be a linear ordering and 
consider the set A u [ rx; ] endowed wth the order topology. If S is a 
topological space, let 
C”(S, A) = the set of all continuous functions f: S -+ A u 
such that ,f- ‘(ET;) is nowhere dense. 
The set CX(S, A) is partially ordered by 
.fGg iff V-u6 S,,f’(.u) Gg(.u). 
10.21. THEOREM. Let S be an extremally disconnected topological space 
and let A be a Dedekind-complete linear ordering with a least element 0. 
Then C” (S, A) is a complete Boolean-linear space and is isomorphic to A’, 
where B is the complete Boolean algebra of clopen sets of S. 
In the particular case when A = 1w +, we have the representation of 
inextensible Riesz spaces by normal functions [7, Theorem 47.43. 
Proof (outline). Let S be the Stone space of B, i.e., each XES is an 
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ultralilter on B; we show that C=(S) /1) is isomorphic to /is. With each 
f E Cm( S, /i ), one associates the family {b,(f) : 1. E /i } c B, where 
b ; ( f )  = interior{x E S :f(x) <A}. (10.22) 
Conversely, for each spectral family a = {b, : 2 ~/i} G B, one defines 
f,:S+Au{co} by 
f&)=/j {h4 :b+x}. (10.23) 
The proof (quite routine) consists of verifying that for each f~ C”, 
IhA(f) is a spectral family, that for each a~/i’, f, is continuous and in 
C’“, and that the correspondences (10.22) and (10.23) are order-preserving 
and inverses of each other. 1 
The function calculus. One application of the spectral theorem is that 
for any self-adjoint operator a on a Hilbert space and any continuous func- 
tion F on Iw, one can define F(O), namely, F(a) = j F(L) db,, where { bi};. 
is the spectral decomposition of a. We now give a general version of this 
“function calculus.” 
Let E be a Boolean-linear space and let F be an operation on E* (i.e., 
afunction F:E*x ... x E* + E*). We say that F is continuous if for every 
directed set 9, 
if lim xt, = x’, . . . . lim xi = xk 
nt9 n.52 (10.24) 
then lim F(xA, . . . . x:) = F(x’, . . . . x”). 
II E 9 
DEFINITION. An operation F on E* is uniform, if for all p E E, and all 
X1 , . . . . xk, y’, . . . . yk E E*, 
if p /t-x’ =y’, . . . . p Itxk =yk then p I/- F(x’, . . . . xk)= F(y’, . . . . yk). 
(10.25) 
10.26. EXAMPLES. (a) In an Archimedean Riesz space, the operations 
f-g and a .f are uniform (by Proposition 6.3) and continuous (by 
Proposition 7.9). 
(b) In a Boolean algebra, the operations a u b and a n b are uniform 
and continuous. 
(c) In the direct product of linear orders nxEn E,, an operation 
F(f) is uniform if and only if it operates coordinatewise; iff there are opera- 
tions F, on E, such that F(f)(x) = F,(f(x)) for all f and all x E Q. 
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(d) Similarly, in the space M+(p) or in the space C[S], if F operates 
on functions pointwise, then F is uniform. In particular the operations 
f+ g, f.g are uniform. 
10.27. THEOREM. Let E be a complete Boolean-linear space lvith spec- 
trum A. Every continuous function F: Ak + A extends to a unique uniform 
continuous operation F on E*. 
Prooj Let us assume that F is a function of one variable. First we 
prove the uniqueness. Let G and H be uniform continuous extensions of F, 
and let a E E*. Let 6Z’ be the directed set of all finite subsets of A. For each 
d= {n, < ... <&}Eg, let %,=O and let 
r=k 
Since G and H are uniform, it follows that 
r=k 
G(a,) = H(a,) = 1 F(I1,) /I%- 1 <ad AlI + F(0) jlL, < all. 
I=1 
Since G and H are continuous and a = lim,,, ad, we have G(a) = H(a). 
To prove the existence, we shall define F(a) for all aE E* and prove that 
P is a uniform continuous extension of F. 
Let aE E*. Let 9 be the directed set of all finite subsets of A. Given 
d= (A, < ... <Ak}, let E-,=0, 
bi= llA;- 1 <a < Aill (i= 1, . . . . k) 
b, = /Ia = 011 
r=k c=k 
ad= c Il,b,, t,= c F(2,) b;. 
I=0 i=O 
(10.28) 
10.29. LEMMA. {t,},,, is a Cauchy net. 
Proof. (a) Vp 3qdp 3q+zA 3d,,E9 Vdzd, q Iktd<q. 
Let p be arbitrary. Since F is continuous, for every i there is an a(A) < E. 
and an +-(A) such that F(4) < ~(1) for all 5 such that a(A) < 5 <i. There 
exists a 1 such that p is compatible with fj~(k) < a < I.]]; let q <p be such 
that q it-- (g(%) <a < 2). 
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Let d, = {IX(~), E,}. N ow if tizd, then q IF (LX(~) <a,<J), and so 
4 II- fd< V(j”). 
(b) Ifp Iku<o then 
First there is an r <p and some 9, v E ,4 such that 
Since F is continuous, for every 3. there is an ~(2) such that either (Case I) 
F(5) < v for all 5, a(%) < 5 6 ,?, or (Case II) F(5) > q for all 4, a(i) < < d k 
There exists a ;1. such that r is compatible with ill < a < AlI ; let q 6 r be 
such that q It (a(L) < ad i). 
Let G!,, = {a(),), n}. Now, in Case I, if dz d, then q It (cc(n) < a,6 1.) and 
so q It t,< v; in Case II, q IF q < tri for all dz do. n 
Thus we define 
P(Q) = lim t,. 
PIG9 
10.30. LEMMA. p is a uniform function and &A) = F(i) for all i E A. 
ProojY Let p, a, ri’ be such that p Ika = 5. For each dE9, let bi, b,, 
t,, td be defined by (10.28) (for a and 5, respectively). Then (because 
p lk a = a) for each i = 1, . . . . k, 
and so t, rp =‘d rp. Since F(Q) =lim, t, and p(Z) =lim,(t,), it follows 
that E(a) rp = F(a) rp, i.e., p IF p(u) = p(G). 
As for p(J.)= F(A), note that when de9 is such that ;l~d, then (in the 
definition of F(1) by (10.28)) t,= F(A), and so i(J) = lim, td= F(A). 1 
The next lemma will complete the proof, 
10.3 1. LEMMA. p is continuous. 
Proof: Let a be the limit of a net {a, I,,. We will show that 
&a) = lim, fi(=(a,). For instance, let p IF b < p(a); we shall find a q bp and 
some k such that Vn 3 k, q It b < p(a,). 
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First, there is an Y <p and some y, S E n such that p IF (b 6 y < 6 < p(a)). 
Let J.E/~ be arbitrary but assume that 2 is neither 0 nor the greatest 
element of /i (in those cases, a modified argument works). If F(1,) ,< y then 
there exist (~0~) < 1b and b(1) > jU such that 
(i) 3~~6 Vt if a<,‘<p then F(<)<q. 
If F(i.) >‘J then there exist ~(1.)<3. and p(j”)>i such that 
(ii) 3q>>l Vc if x<t<p then F(t)>q. 
There exists a 2 such that r is compatible with iI@ < a < /?(%)I/; let s < r 
be such that s IF (~1 <a < p). We claim that case (i) does not hold: if it does 
then since s IF (CI <a</?), it follows from the definition of p(a) that 
P(Q) rs,<q ~6, but I’ I/-&(a)a?i, a contradiction. 
Thus case (ii) holds, and let q > ‘/ be such that F(r) 3 q for all g, 
CY < 5 -CD. Now because lim, a, = a, there exists a q d s and some k such 
that q It (a < u, < 8) for all H 3 k. From the definition of &=(a,,) it follows 
that @(G,) j’ q 3 q. Therefore for every n 3 k, q I/- @(cz,~) > y. 1 
The fact that F(u) is defined as the limit of the sums C;:,F(n;) b, 
justifies the following notation 
P(u) = [F(l) &,(a), 
where h,(u) is the spectral decomposition of a. 
As an application of Theorem 10.27, consider a complete Boolean-linear 
space E whose spectrum is (isomorphic to) R +. Then every continuous 
operation on R+ extends to an operation on E*; in particular addition 
2, +?q, scalar multiplication a . A (for a fixed CI 3 0) and i, v A, = 
max { 11, AZ > extend to operations on E *. These operations give E* a Riesz 
space structure, in fact E* becomes (the positive cone of) an inextensible 
Riesz space L. 
Similarly, the multiplication i., .I’2 extends to an operation a, .a2 on L, 
which makes L a commutative ring (e.g., to see that a, . az is commutative, 
note that the operation i., .&-R, A1 is identically 0 on /1, and 
so a, . a, -a,. a, = 0 in L). This implies the known result [ 15. 
Theorem V.&l] that L can be endowed with a commutative ring structure. 
As another application, we can view Boolean operations such as u u h 
and a n b as uniform extensions of the corresponding operations on the set 
(0, 11. If B is a complete Boolean algebra, then B is a complete Boolean- 
linear space with spectrum (0, 13. For instance, if F: { 0, 1)’ + (0, I> is the 
operation F(cr,fl)=max{cc,p), then &u,h)=uuhfor all a,h~B. 
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APPENDIX 
Linear order L 
Direct power no.!. 
of a linear order 
df)ns(g)=0 









P << 4 
P IIf‘< g 

















Direct power of 
Dedekind completion 
Dedekind completion 
io, 1) R 
a In the completion. 
* The power-set of Q. 
’ Dedekind completion. 
” S = the Stone space of g(E). 
’ Up to isomorphism. 
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